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PREFACE 

This manual is intended to assist the Digital Software Specialist and . 

the customer's systems programmer in the installation of tpe 2780 

Remote Computer System software package. The following documents are 

to be \;lsed in conjunction with this publication. 

PDP-ll option Bulletin for DUll Synchronous Line Interface 

2780 Remote Computer System Operator's Guide 
DEC-Il-CRCSA~A-D . 

PDP~ll Peripherals and Interfacing Handbook 
112-0Hl71-l855 

IBM POWER II/RJE: Program Description and Operations Manual 
GH20-076l-l 

IBM System/360 Operating System: Basic Telecommunications 
Access M.ethod 
GC30-2004 

IBM. System/360 and System/370 ASP. Version 3 Asymmetric 
Multiprocessing System Programming Guide 
GH20-1292-0 . 

IBM System/360 Operating System Remote Job Entry 
GC30-2006 

IBM System/360 Attached Support Processor (ASP) Version 2 
System Programmer's Manual 
GH20-0323 

Chapters 1 and 2 are a brief introduction to RCS and the control com

puter requirements. Chapter 3 describes the operating system hardware 

and how to check it for correct functioning. Chapter 4 describes 

OS/RJE generation and Chapter 5, OS/RJE commands. Chapters 6 and 7 

contain the HASP system generation and command information. Chapters 8 

and 9. present information op ASP system generation. and commands . 

Fina.lly, Chapters 10 and 11 give the same types of information for 

DOS/Power. 

Because the operation of the various IBM operating systems varies, the 

information contained in this manual is intended solely as a guide. 

Its applicability varies from version to version and from operating 

system to operating system. The user must supply his operators with 

the applicable IBM documentation for the operating systems associated 

with his particular installation. 
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ChAP'l'ER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE 2780 RCS 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Remote Computer Sys.tem (RCS) is designed to provide remote 
users of IBH 360 and 370 sYf:ltem with both on-site processing and 
remote job entry compatible with the IB,',1 2780 Model 1. The Remote 
Computer System is available iu two forms. 

1. A core-only PDP-ll 27BO system for conventional card reader 
input and line printer output. 

2. A,DOS-1l PDP-l1 2780 system for transmission directly to and 
from nass storage devices as well as card reader input and 
line printer output. 

Both versions are built around tne l6-bit Pl)l>-ll computer family and 
COHTEX-ll softl·lare. Bach r<.cs may include any PDP-I1 family processor 
and can be expanded ,"lith the full range of the PiJP-Il peripherals to 
support a wide range of local processing applications. 
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~HAPTER 2 

C£NTRAL COIvWUTER Rli:QUIllliHENTS 

2.1 The central computer ml.lst be an IBM 360 or 370 that is 
i.)S/U.Jl~, l)US/Power, l!ASP/RJE, or ASP/RJP. The central 
cor:ununications adapter nust be one of the following types. 

running 
conputer 

4701 .lith an SlJi\ II synchrollous interface, with or \'iithout the 
transparency feature. * 
2703 \"lith a synchronous data adapter, with or without the 
transparency foaturt~. * 3704 or 3705 programmable con'oInunications 
interface running in Br.lulation mode. 

* OS/RJE operation requires the transparency fea,ture. 

Suitable replacements can bEl selected if the user \'1i8hes: ho\",ever, it 
is the user's responsihility to ensure compatibility 'lith the IBn 
adapter. 

It is recol!'nended that private line modems being used on a full duplex 
channel (4-wire) be strapped "lith continuous carrier to minimize 
turnaround delays. 
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CHAP'l'ER 3 

OPERATING SYSTEH HARl .. n-m.RE REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 cOlm 2780 RCS HARDTW\RE COblFIGURi\TION 

The core version of the 2780 Res supports tile following required 
hardware. 

" 
* 
" 
" * 
" 
* 
" " 

PDP-II/lO, PDP-ll/20, PDP-ll/40,orPQP-ll/50 central 
processor with a minimun of 8K words of core memory 
Console DECWriter 
KWll-L or KlHI-P system line or real-time clock 
DPII synchronous line interface 
Bell System 201,;;, modem, orequivaJ .. ent (user-supplied) 
KGII communications arithmetic element for error detection 
LPll l32-column line printer 
CRll 80-colul'1U1 punched card reader 
PRII high-speed paper tape reader, m.agnetic tape cassette, 
or PCII high-speed paper tape reader/punch, for pr9gram 
loading only , 

3.2 LIon 2780 Res I-IA..'tD~ll'.RE CONFIGURATION 

The DOS 2780 RCS is offered in three binary load module versions: one 
with COHTEX-ll support of the eR11 card reader and the LPll line 
printer, one with only the LPll, and one with no support qf the CRll 
or LPll. A list of the minimum system components is listed below. 

* 

" 
" * 
" 
" 
* 
" 
" 
* 

PDP-ll/IO, PlJP-Il/40, or PDP-II/50 central processor with a 
minimum of 16K words of memory 
RKll/RK05 removable disk memory 
RF or RP disk devices 
Console DECV/riter 
h'l'UI-L or lGHI-P system line or real.;.tine Clock 
uPII synchronous line interface 
Bell System 20lA modem, .orequivalent. (user-supplied>, 
KGll comuunications arithmetic element for error detection 
LPII or LSII 132-column lineprinter 
CRII aO-column pWlched card reader (optional) 

In a.ddition, a system can include:! any of the' following devices, 
at least one of which must be used for program loading. 

* TUIO magnetic tape drive 
" TU56 DEC tape device 
" PRII high-speed paper tape reader, or PCII high-speed paper 

tape reader/punch 
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To run the system described in this manual, the user requires 
DOS/llATCH-ll Version B.08, or BATCH-II Version 9~09, or later. ' 

3.3 CILECKIlm THE I1ARDl~lm CONFIGURA'l'ION 

':Co check that the hardware configuration is working, insure that the 
following hard ... ,areis properly installed. 

1. One of the following system clocks: 
K~Ul-L with a device address of 177546 and a vector address 
of 100 or ~VlI-P ,dth a device address of 172540 and a vector 
address of 104 

2. One of the follolving console terminals: 
KLll or DLll A or B with a device address of 177560 and a 
vector address of 60; with a Model 33 or 35 Teletype ora 
Digital LA30-S at 110 or 150 baud or a Digital VT05-Aor -B 
at 110, 150, or 300 baudi or with a Digital LA30-P console 
with'a device address of 177560 and a vector adaressof 60 

NOT!:: 

Console terminal speed restrictions only 
apply to the C.ORE package. 

3. One of the following l.irlt~ printers: 
LPll with a device address of 177514 and a vector address of 
,2QO or, an LfJll with a device address o-e 177514 and a vector 
address of 200. 

Only l32-column 
supported. 

NOTB 

line printers are 

4.CRll with a device address of 177160 and a vector address, 0,£ 
230. 

NOTE 

The card reader is opt-ional for the DOS 
2780 ReS. If not present, ensure that 
tlle correct load module is used. 

5. One of , the following synchronous serial ,line ,adapters: 
DPll with a device address of 174770 and a vector address in 
the range 300 tllrough 376;or DUll witb correct device address 
for the system configuration and a vector aa.dress in the 
range of 300 tllrough 476. 

DUll with a correct device register assignment in the float
address space as defined in the DUll maintenanc,e manual. If 

( 

( 

( 

no DJll,DHll, or DQll is present in the system configuration, l" 
this address is 16~~5~. The first DUll, if multiple DUll's 
are present, should be utilized with the278~ ReS. 
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6. KGll-A Communications Arithmetic Unit installed at device 
address 170700. 

If the synchronous device vector address used is 110t irl 
range, it may be patched by loading the contents of 
302, 304, 306 into the vector add,resses of the devices. 
occur after loading the system, but before typing ONLI. 

the specified 
addresses 300, 

Patching must 

If any of these are not installec corr~ctly, ca.ll field service 
because the RCS will not perform as eXl?ected. 

3 ~ 4 CHECKING . THE COMHUNICATIONS DATA-LINK 

Check tnat the modem (or dataSet) is one of the following CLe., one 
that DEC. knows is compatible with the 2780 ReS). 

Bell System 20lA3 
Bell System 201B 
ICC 2200/20 
lce 4400/48 

If the IlIQdem is not one 6f these, and you encolinter communication 
problems, try the following tests and then contact·' Software Product 
Support to find out if we know of problems interfacing with this 
modern. If the modem is one of tllose listed and you encounter 
problems, try the . following tests .md then contact the modem 
manufacter support people. 

3.4.1 Modern Testing 

The following procedures apply to the testing of all. modems and 
require reference to .the synchronous devic.e (i~e., DPll or DUll) 
bolaintenance Manual or Product BUlletins. 

1. Load the, 2780RCS binary program, select the tr.ansmission 
code. and type ONLINE. 

Use the following procedures to test a modem connected to a private 
li.ne. 

2. Halt the computer and examine the synchronous device 
registers for the presence of Terminal Ready, Dataset Ready, 
and Carrier (if the modem is strapped for continuous carrier. 
The Lead should be on. If not, the problem may be an 
incorrect address assignment (see Section 3.3) or a device 
malfunction. . 

3. Proceed with steps 4 and 5 listed for dial-up modem testing 
(below) • 
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Use the following procedures to test a modem connected to a 
line. 

dial-up 

4. URlt the computer and examine the synchronous device 
registers for the presence of Terminal Ready. The Lead 
should be on. If not, the. problem my be an incorrect address 
assignment (see section 3.3) or a device malfunction. 

5. If the Terminal Ready is on, resume program operation by 
. pressing tile "Continue" button, and try to establish a data 
connection with the remote modem. If no answer tone is 
received from tile remote modern, the problem probably lies in 
that modem or modern interface. If an audible answer tone is 
detected, but the modern does not stay in data mode (i.e., the 
data light remains off after the DATA button is pressed), the 
problem may lie in the modern or the device/modern cable. 

NOTE 

Dial-l~p 27130 device installation or 
maintenance can make use of the PUP-II 
configuration in Maynard which is 
equipped with 20lA moder.1s and an 
operational configuration. Software 
Product Support must be contacted to 
arrange for an on-line test. 

3.4.2 Modern Transmission Testing 

If the modern data connection is established (dial-up) or verified 
(leased line), you can perform another simple test before proceeding 
;lith on-line operation. 

With the 278{d RCS program in ONLINE mode and the proper transmission 
code selected, typing the TERM command should result in two on-line 
responses being printed on the console (i.e., * * CR LF * * CR LF). 
Output of both asterisks indicates the successful transmission at the 
EOT control message, thus verifying the correct modern transmit opera
tion (i.Po, Transmit Clock, Clear To Send). 

NO'rE 

A quick check of the modern's transmit 
signals can be made by halting the 2780 
ReS program after the data connection 
has been established and causing the 
2780 RCS to "Idle Sync". Examining the 
registers should verify the presence of 
"Request 'fo Send", "Clear To, Send", and 
"Hodem Ready" (in addition to "Terminal 
Ready", and "Idle Sync"). 

For the DPll, set "Terminal Regdy" and 
"Idle Sync". For the UUll, set "Terninal 
Ready", "Idle Sync", "Send", "Request To 
Send", and deposit a character in the 
transmit data buffer. If the data-link 
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is 2-wirE;l (i.e., a 20lA), set "Strip 
Sync" and reset "Half Duplex"~ The SYN 
characters being transmitted should be 
detected by the device receiver causing 
"Receive Active" to be .set in the 
Receive Register of the device. The SYU 
character should be observable in ~e 
device Receive Data Buffer. 

If the checks, listed above, indicate normal modem operation, prQceed 
to on-line ReS operation. 

If the modem is not on.e of those listed in section 3.4, and no 
commun,ication problems are encountered, please send the information to 
Software Product S}1pport so that the l.i,st can be updated. 
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J. CHAPTER 4 

OS/RJE OPERATION 

4.1 OS/RJE OPERATION 

" 

4 .• 1.1 normal, Op.era tioD. 

Sending Input--Code,should'be'seleeteda:sEBCOIC :transparency' after 
going.'on .... line.' RJSTART card; is' placed in the card reader. If 
add1.tional input is to, be. sent, a LOGON card and' the additlonalinput 
follcw. :tbe' ·RJSTAR'l'. ".- :! 

Special Foms output -- output requi:l:'ingspecial ',forms or cards is' 
automatically discontinued by the central system before it is 
transmitted, and a message giving the required form or card number is 
sent from the central system to the 2780. 

Printer -.,. For printed output, the required forms must be placed in 
the', printer and a CONTINUE command rtlust,betransmitted from the 2780' 
reader,.' Upon receipt of this command the central>system transmits the '. 
outpu.t'" •. I '-,-; 

'" 

Preparing More Inp\lt -- While output is being written on the 'printer" 
the: 'operator may load and ready the reader to send more input. Since 
the terminal'is already in the active or processing state, no, RJSTART 
command is submitted. Unless the terminal ii;:in the processing state 
and" at heW-user desires access. to the system'" no LOGON command' is 
required. When the output to the printer is finished, the 2780 may 
send input. On a switched line the reader must be readied within 
approximately three minutes to prevent the central system from 
disconnecting the line. 

4.1 ~ 2 Error Recovery Procedure 

In general, tile detection of any permanent line I/O error at the 
central system will cause .the 'terminal. to. be disconnected.. When this 
happenl;l, thel.ineconnection must be reestablished (fora switched· 
line) and the RJSTART and LOGDN comrnands"must be resubmitted aloni!J 
with the last unacknowledged input. .'A·· line error message will be 
returned' along .. with the RJS'1'ART accepted message •. Other errorsiand 
their associated recovery procedures, are described below •. 

4.1.3, Failure DUring Input. 

When the 2730 RCS card reader fails (jams, etc.), the condition should 
be corrected and the card reader and printer brought to the ready 
status. On a switched line, recovery must be made \.,.ithin 
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approximately three minutes ~or input to be resumed according to the 
error recovery procedures de~ined in the 2780 manual. If the time 
required to ready the reader exceeds three minutes on a switched line, 
an RJSTART and a LOGON command are requi:redto resume input 
operations, and the entire job must be resubmitted. 

4.1.4 Time-OUts 

The user has the responsibility for disconnecting the 2780 RCS from 
the RJE system. If he wishes to remain connected, he does nothing to 
continue input operations even if he has completed ,submitting jobs. 
Otherwise, the user must submit an RJEND statement at the end of his 
input to allow the RCS 2780 to be disconnected from the system. After' 
the RJEND, ACCEPTED message is received, the data set phone m,ust be 
manually hung up to physically break the connection. If the Auto 
Answer feature is active for the terminal, the time limit for ,switched 
·line connection recovery is 21 seconds. For this reason, Auto Answer 
should normally be off while pperating RJE. 

4.1.5 Failure While Receiving Output 

Unit Failure --When the printer or punch fails, the condition should 
be corrected. On a switched line, if the problem can be brought. to 
ready status within three minutes, a CONTINUE conunand may be 
transmitted, and the output will resume according to the option 
specified in the CONTINUE command. If recovery requires more than 
three minutes, the connection must be reestablished and .an,RJSTART 
command must be transmitted. The interrupted data can .. then· be, 
transmitted from the point of interruption. On a nonswitched line 
there is no time limit, and the output may be requested via a CONTINUE 

. command. ' 

If punched output 
blank cards must 
command to trigger 
feature. 

NOTE 

is to be received, 
follow the CONTINUE 

the Auto Turnaround. 

Central Failure -- I:I; the central system fails while output is in 
progress, the terminal . is "placed. in an inactive status •. When the 
central'system comes back on line, submit ,an RJSTART command.. The. 
message ABNORMAL C~NTRAL CLOSEDOWN is returned with the RJSTART 
acknowledgement mesSage. After theSe messages, output that was' in' 
progress at the time of the failure is resumed :l;rom the beginning. ,,' If 
a remotely submitted job of a higher priority than the partially 
returned job completes after the central system is reactivated, but 
before RJE is reactivated, immediate output £rom the higher priority 
job will ~e returned before the interrupted output is. transmitted.' 
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4.1.6 Recommended Operating Suggestions 

To minimize the recovery effort in case of an error, the following 
procedures are recommended to the 2780 operator. 

1. The RJSTART and LOGON commands may be submitted separately to 
insure that they are correct. 

2. Job input streams should be limited to a few jobs in order to 
reduce the number that must be resubmitted in case of an 
input error tha~ requires the central system to flush the 
entire input stream. 

3. Remote Job Entry operations on the 2780 are in EBCDIC 
transparency mode at all times. 

4. For a 2780 terminal on a switched line to be disconnected 
after normal operation has completed, an RJEND'statement 
should be submitted immediately .after all input has been 
entered. After the RJEND ACCEPTED message is received, the 
dataset phone must be manually hung up to physically break 
the connection. 

5. Unattended operation of the 2780 on a switched line is not 
recommended. On a switched line, the operator must correct 
input failures (card jam, etc.) within three minutes or the 
entire job must be resubmitted. Although no recovery time 
exists for terminal failures on a multi-point line, the line 
remains logically attached to the terminal until the error is 
corrected. During this period other terminals on the line 
are denied access to the system. 
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CHAPTER 5 

OS/RJE GENERATION 

The contents of the RJE system to be generated are I'3pec:j.fied by the 
RJE macro instructions. The coding conventions and formats of the 
mac~os .arethesame as those fo;1:' normal assembly macro instructions. 

NOTE 

E~ron~oua aasembl,ies may . result 
ext~aneous caros have been inserteo 
the macro instruction deck or if an 
statement has been omitted as the 
card in the .macro deck. 

if 
into 

END 
last 

Table 5-1 provides a sUItlIl\ary of RJElRaCrO instructions. 
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~ame Operation 

name RJELINE 

name RJETERM 

[name] RJEUSER 

[name] RJETA13L 

Table 5-1 
Summary ofRJE Macro Instructions 

Operand 

eDDLINE, ::;:d'dname )' 
,DDSYSIN::c:;ddname 

"' ". " , '" 

"'[:RLN=l ',,',' 1 [,MSGQEB::;:4 .. '; l :['JOBQEB=-l~ ,,' ·l 
. ,RiN;"i~tegerJ,MSGQEB::;:integerJ ,jOBQEB::;:intege~ 

. -f:-

[LERB- (Ln~::er (1 I] tn~;ger (2 lJ tn~eger (3 lJ en~eger (4 ~ 

GID=(type,{chars.,ter~i'd} ~ ••• )J" , 

C~ODE-~ IBe] [.~) [.~ ] )J [., ItlVER= (i~.eger ,chars I I 
[

,CPi:::MVT] [;ONLNT::;:NO J [,MODEM=STANDARD]'" 
,CP=MFT ,ONLNT=YES' , 

[TYPE=278~] 

[ ,PUNCH=NO 

['PRTSZ=12~J 
,PRTSZ=132 

[ ,PACK=NO] 

[,FEATURE=278~MR] 

integer ,{ (userid~key) •. .. } 

JOB==integer 

,SYSPRT=char 

,SYSPCH=char 

,SYSUSER=char 

,SYSRJE=char 

[,JOBCARD=routine name] 

[,JOBACK=routine name] 

[,COMMERR=routine name] 

. [, BUFNO=l ] 
, BUFNO=integer , 
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5.1 RJE MACRO COMMANDS 

5.1.1 RJELINE - Description Of The C.ommunicai:ions Line 

The RJE:r..INE macro inst;ouction designates characteris1;ics that are 
required by. RJE to service the communications line and attached 
terminals. One macro is specified for each line that ME must 
support. The RJE:r..INE macros must appear first in the macro declt. In 
addition, when line groups are used, they must be grouped by relative 
line numbers in asce~ding order. Line group denotes a logical 
grouping of communication li:nes. This grouping is done by 
concatenation of DD sti;l.tements in the cataloged procedure, or with the 
UNITNAME macro during systwn generation. If lines are to be grouped, 
~lree oonditions must be met. 

1. All lin~ connections must be the 
nonswitched. 

saIl\e, either switched. or 

2. All terminals within the line group must be of the saII\e type. 

3. All lines must be attached to the same type·of oontrol unit. 

Table 5-2 summarizes the RJELINE cOmmand. 

Name 

name 

-

-

Table 5-2 
RJELINE Command 

Operation Operand 

RJELINE DDLIUE=ddna,me 
.DDSYSIN=ddname 

~RLN=l J .RI.N=integer 

~MSGQEB=4 J 
~MSGQEB=integer 

~JOBQEB=lO J 
• JOBQUB=integer 
r -

• LERB=(eni~§er (1 ~ 

I [int~er(2~ 

[inte§er (3 ~ 

rnteger (4~) 
~ID=(type'{(Char~, -. )] 

.term1d) •••• ) 

[MODE= ([IBC] ~;Jt~)] 
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Name 
, 

Table 5-2 (Cont.) 
RJELINE Command 

Operation Operand 

GIDVER=(intoger,charsU 

~CP=r.1VTJ ~ ONLNT=UO J . 
• CP=f.1FT .ONLNT=YES 

t'IODEM-STANDARJ .HODEH=CC3977 
• MODEr.1=PTT 

A.dditional explanation of line groups is provided in the publication 
I~1 System/360 Operating System: Basic Telecommunications Access 
Hethod,. GC30-2004. The informa1:.ion supplied by this macro provides: 

1. Access to line information specified at system generation. 

2. Identification of line groups, to avoid a need for additional 
control blocks. 

3. Threshold values for error counters e1at cause an error 
message to be displayed to th~ central operator when any of 
the values is reached. 

4e The polling list for multidrop lines, giving the polling 
characters of the terminals. 

• 
5. A description of optional features available on the 

communicat:.ions control unit to which the line is attached. 

6. The OS control progr~ under which RJE is to operate. 

Nar,le 1" ield 

name 
Specifies the name of the line. This name is used as a parameter 
in the ~Hm'1 command to request error information about the line. 

Operand Field 

DDLINB=d<.iname 
Is the name specified in the DD statement defining the line (or 
line group). The DD statement defining the line must be included 
in the cataloged procedure required for RJE (see Cataloged 
Procedures for RJE). 

DDSYSIN=ddname 

NOTE 

Except in the case of line groups, the 
ddname must be unique. 

Is the name of the DD statement defining the SYSIN data set for 
the line. This DD statement Must also be part of the cataloged 
procedure for RJI':. 

RLN=l 
RLN=integer 

Specifies the relative line number of this line within the line 
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group. If this ke~lord parameter is omitted, RLN=l is assumed. 

HSGQEB=4 
MSGQEB=integer 

Specifies the number of messages that can b.e queued for a 
terminal at any given time. 

JOBQEB=lO 
JOBQEB=integer 

Specifies the number of jobs that can be queued for a terminal at 
any given time. 

LERB= 

NOTE· 

It is reoommended that the number of 
QEB'a specified be gruater than or equal 
to the number of jobs being submitted on 
any given line at any given time in the 
system. 

[inmer (l~ • tni~ger (2~ 

rnte~er (3~ • rnt~ger (4~ 
Specifies the various threshold values. If an error threshold is 
reached before the transmission threshold, a message containing 
line error information. is displayeci to the central operator. If 
no error counter reaches its threshold value before this number 
of transmissions have occurred, the current values of all 

·counters are added to their respective accumulators., and the 
counters are reset to zero. These accumulator values may be 
displayed with the command: SHOW LERB, linenaMe (see Central 
Commands). The allowable values are integers 1-255 inclusive. 
The underlined value is assumed for any parameter omitted. 

Integer(l) 
integer (2) 
Integer (3) 
Integer (4) 

transmission threshold 
data check threshold 
lost data threshold 
non text time-out threshold 

ID=(type, (chars,termid •••• » . 
Specifies the type of terminals attached to the RJE system via a 
multipoint line. This parameter must be omitted. 

MODE= «(IOC] [~ .~J 
113C (Intermediate Block Check) specifies _ that the transnission 
control unit will recognize the intermediate. block-check 
character and perform block checking \'lithout turning the line 
around. If this suboperand is omitted, intermediate block 
checking is not performed. The parameter IBC is required for 
2780. 

Specifies that communications are to be through the 
Communications Interface A of the 2701 Data Adapter Unit. 
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Specifies that communications are to be through the 
Communications Interface B of the 2701 Data Adapter Unit. 
2701 must have the dual interface feature in order to codeB. 
this suboperand is omitted, A is assumed. 

Dual 
The 
If 

Specifies that transmission will be in code A for 2701 Data 
Adapter Unit Dual Code Feature. 

Specifies that transmission will be in code B for 2701 Data 
Adapter Unit Dual Code Feature. 

If this suboperand i5\ omitted, 'A is assumed. The code selected 
must be in EBCDIC. 

Programmer' sNete f· 

If the transmission control unit is a 2703, the last two 
sUDoperands must he omitted. 

I DVER= (integer,chars) 
This para:meter must be omitted. 

CP=HVT 
Specifies the RJE system is to operate in an MVT system. The lWT 
system is assumed if the CP keyWord is omitted. 

CP=MFT 
Specifies the RJE system is to·operate in an MFT system. 

OJ.'lLNT=NO 
ONLNT=YES 

Specifies \vhetherthe option EHROl?T=T is set in the' BTAM DCB 
~cro instruction for RJE. If the parameter ONLNT=YES is 
specified, ERROPT=T is set and theBTAl'1 on-line test facility is 
included in the central prograrn. This allows on-line test to be 
invoked without discontinuing RJE at the central computer. For 
information on using the on-line test'feature see IBM Systen/360 
Operating System Basic Teleconununications Access ~1ethod, 
GC30-2004. If the parameter is omitted, on-line test is not 
included. 

HODEH=STi\NDARD 
Specifies the type of 
modulation-demodulation and 
provide compatability between 
installation. 

data set to 
control functions 

remote terminals and 

perform the 
necessary to 
the central 

STANDARD specifies that a standard data set is present~ If this 
operand is specified, the line connect.ion to the central system 
can be either switched or nonswitched. If the f10DEM parameter is 
omitted, a standard data set is assuned. 

( 
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5.1.2 RJETERU - Description of TeJ;'IUinals 

The RJETERM macro is used to describe each terminal to the RJE syst~m. 
One macro instruction must be specified for each terminal to be 
supported by RJE. 

Table 5-3 summarizes the RJETERM command. 

Table 5-3 
. RJETERM Command 

Name Operat.:Lon Operand 

name RJETERM [TYPE=2780] r .PACK;::;NO] 

[ PtmCIl=YE~J 
.PUNCH=NO • [FEATT;JRE=2780MR] 

.PRTSZ=120 

.PRTSZ=l32 

Name Field 

n~me 

Assigns the RJE symbolic name to the terminal. This naMe, called 
the termid,' identifies the terminal to RJE. The terminal is 
referred to by the termid rather tilan by its machine address. 
The ·termid isused in logically attaching the terminal to the RJE 
system, in routing messages to the terminal, and in retrieving 
information for the terminal. 

Operand Field 

TYPE=2780 
Identifies the type terminal as: 

An IBM Data Transmission Terminal (TYPE=2780). 

If this parameter is. omitted, the terminal is assumed to be 2780. 

PUNClI=NO 
Specifies NO card punch is available at the 2780RCS 

PRTSZ=120 
PRTSZ=132 

Specifies the length 6f tile print line at the terminal. A print 
line of 120 characters isassurned if the parameter is omitted. 
The 2780 RCS does not support print lines greater than 132 
chaX'acters. 

(*)Applies only if selective receive feature is used. 
by Code 2780 ReS 
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PACK=NO 
Specifies whether or not the terminal uses the compress/expand 
option. If the parameter is omitted, NO is assumed. 

FEATURE=2780HR 
< Identifies a 2780 terminal with the multiple record feature. 

5.1.3 RJEUSER - Define The User Directory 

The RJEUSER macro allows each installation to tailor the RJE user 
directory to its own needs. Tihen the central system is assembled, 
each installation must indicate the maximum number of users with 
access to the RJE system. In addition, RJE user identification 
(userid) and protection (key) assignments may be made at this time. 
If the useridand key assignments are incomplete, the central operator 
can add to them dynamically by command if space is available in the 
directory. A new assembly is not necessary to add users unless the 
directory is full. If a projected figure is used, rather than one 
which satisfies only immediate requirements, unnecessary RJE 
assemblies can be avoided. 

Name Operation Operand 

[name] RJEUSER in~eger 
[,~ userid,key ) •••• J 

Name Field 

name 
Any valid directory name 

Operand Field 

integer 
Specifies the maximum number of userid-protection key assignments 
to be made. This number should be the projected number of such 
assignments for the system. The integer value specified must be 

'. from I to 999 inclusive. 

userid,key 
Designates the user identification (userid) and protection (key) 
assigned. The userid and key are specified as a pair and are 
entered in the user directo'ry during the macro expansion. These 
must be three characters each and the userid must begin with an 
alphabetic character. 

Programmer's Note: 

The userid and protection key must 
contain only alphameric characters. 
These are A-Z, 0-9,$" and @. Also, 
each must be three characters long. 
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Example: 

The projected number of userid-key' assignments for the 
system is 20;Qut ,only 5' userid-key pairs' h~lVe bee~ 
specified. 'Tbe fol,lowing macro may be 'specified.' 

" RJEUSER 20 ,BYE, 12 3 ,AND, 12 $, LOW~. 
1@ ',PDQ,444 ,LR."1,lll 

5 .1.4 "RJETABL'- ~urnish 'Exit, Sysout, And Remot.e Jeb Info;rnation 

The RJ~"TABLmacrois used tespecify: 

1. The maximum nUmber of remote jobs that may reside in the 
central system at a given time; 

2. The SYSOUT class assignments for remote job output and the 
class reserved for RJE at the central installation; 

3. Whether the provided user exits are desired., 

The macro creates the necessa::y control blocks t6haridle ,the remote 
jobs and provides the desired exits. 

Name ,Operat.l.on 

[name] RJETABL 

'.,' 

Operand 

JOB::;:integer 
.SYSPRT=char 
.SYSPCH=char 
.SYStJSER=cilar 
• SYSRJ'E==char " 
[.JOBCARD=routine nane] 
[. JOBACK=rout'ine 'name] 
[ • CO!-1l1ERR=routine naMe] 
• BUFNO=l 
• BUFNO=integer 

Name Field 

name ,; 

Any vali4 directoxy name 

Operand Field 

JOB;=integer 
Spec.l.fiesthemaximurnnumber of remotejoDs that may reside in 
the central 'system concl,lrrently. When this val;ue is reached, no 
more remote jobs are admitted to the system. The integer, valu~ 
specified must be from Ito 999 inclusive. 

SYSPRT=char 
Identifies a SYSOUT class, for printed output at" the central 
install!!l,tion. All, SYSOUT data'sets of'remo,tely sUbmi:t;.ted jobs 
must use this character for printed outP'\lt., " 

SYSPCH=char 
Identifies a SYSOUT class for punched output at' the central 
installation. All SYSOUT· data sets of remotely's'ub1!titted jobs 
must,use taischaracter for punched output. 
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SYSUSER=char 
Id~ntifies, the SYSOUT class, for' output to. be passed to a 
user-written output routine for processing. If the terminal 
supports a user"'written output routine, it receives! all output in 
this data set for processing. If the terminal supports the user 
exit, but the option is not eXercised, or the terminal does not 
support a user exit, (e.g., the ,2780) output identified with this 
output class is printed at the remote terminal. 

SYSRJE=char 
Identifies the SYSOUT class assigned, to., RJE, at ,the central 
installation. This class must be reserved for the use of RJE 
only. If locally submitted johsplace output in this clas's, the 
output is deleted. It is recommended that the user assign the 
RJE SYSOUT class in the range of 0-9 ~. 

Programmer's Note: 

Ifa user specifies SYSOUT data sets 
other than those for printed, punched Or 
user-exit output,' the data set returned 
to the terminal is printed. If the 
user-exit output is returned to a 
terminal with no user exit, the output 
is printed. 

JOBCARD=routine name 
Is the name of the user--wri tten routin'e that examines a remotely I 

submitted. JOB statement, including contin\lation cards. This 
routine name identifies .the entry point of the routine given 
control \'lhen a JOB .. statement is received. 

JOBACK=routine nane 
Is th.e name of the user-~!ritten routine that may examine and 
modify tl:e job acknm'1ledgment message. This routine ,name 
identifies the entry point of the routine given \ control before 
the job ackno\,lledgment is sent. 

CONHERR=routine name 
Is the name of the user's routine that examines communications 

'errors encountered during RJE operation. The routine name 
identifies the entry point of the routine given control after the 
error, is found. 

BUFNO=l 
BUFNO=integer 

Specifies the maximum number of central commands that may be 
queued for processing at, onetime.' If this value is exceeded, 
all additional central commands are rejected 'and must be 
resllbmitted after the pending c01l1I'\ands are 'processed. The 
integer speci~ied must be from 1 to 100 inclusive. If this 
parameter i~ omitted 1 is assumed. 

j, 

c 

\ 

c 

c 

Central command queuing is desirable· for installations entering ( 
multiple . RJE central commands from the card reader, for example, to -
initialize a broadcast data set • 
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5.2 OS/RJE COMMANDS 

Command statements provide a corivenient means of requesting RJB system 
facilities for the remote environment. Terminal commands allow users 
at the remote terminals to cOJlllnunicate with the RJB system and request 
RJE facilities. , 

Terminal commands are interspersed between job entries in ~~e input 
stream. They must not be included within a job entry sinoe collection 
of the job entry stops when a JECL statemcntis enco~ter,ed. 

" , .. ' ' .... ," - , 

The command statement 'contains the identifying characters . ( •• ) in 
columns 1 and 2, the command and, in most cases, an operand field. In 
addition, the sequence field may be used for statement identification. 
RJE returns this field with al~ responses and, diagnostics pertaining 
to the statement. Any' comments appear after the operand field, 
separated from it by at least one blank. If tile operand field is not 
present, and coments' aredesirea, 'the user codes. it CQnurta to' indicate 
that the operCj.nd fielc:l is a:Ql;Jent and that.the infol::'tnation.specified is 
a comment. The USer must foll,9w the comma with a least one blank 
before his comment. Uo ... co~ is required i,f 1;he command has no' 
operand. I' . . . 

NOTE 

A command statement cannot be continued. 
It must be coded on one , card or caJ;:d 
image. 

5.2.1 Functions of Terminal Commands 

The commands available to RJE users and; operators at remote terminals 
provide a number of capabilities. ,. 

1. Commands used to define the state of the terminal: 

R..TSTAR'l' 
RJEND 
LOGON 
LOGOFF 

2. Commands used to manipulate job output: 

OUTPUT 
CONTINUE 
DELETE 
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3. Commands used to provide job and system information: 

ALERT 
STATUS 
BRDCSTR 

. 4. Command used to communicate among RJE users: 

MSGR 

A complete description of the terminal commands and their operands 
follows. ThesE! commands are summarized in Table 5-4. 

Table 5-4 
E3wnrnary of Terminal Commands 

ID Operation Operand 
/. .~ 

." temid 
[. BRDCST=no J · . RJSTART .BRDCST=YES 

[ .call=integer] 

· . RJEND (no operandj 

.. LOGON uS,er id, J:<ey 

· . LOGOFF (no operand) 

[ J=j obname] · . OUTPUT U=userid 
* 

· . CONTINUE [BEGIN] 
NO 

· . DELETE 
" ". J;::::jobname 

-
,... J=jObname] · . ALERT * \ 
,-I ' / 

[ J=JOBNAME J .". STATUS U=userid 
* " 
T 

• • BRDCSTR (no operand) 

· . MSGR M='text' [. U';"useridJ 
[ • T=termid) 

, 
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5.3 RJE COHMANDS 

5.3.1 RJSTART -- Attach a Terminal to the RJE System 

The RJSTART command logically attaches. a terrrlinal to the RJE system. 
The RJSTART command must be the first statement received from an 
inactive terminal (one not currently attached to the system). This 
command identifies the terminal to RJE. It also allows the terrrlinal 
to request broadcast messages before continuing RJE processing. 
Communication proceeds between the central system and the t!;!rminal 
when a valid RJSTART cOllUnand is received. Once the.terminal is 
logically attached, it can monitor the RJE system for outP]..lt directed 
to it, and users may again aCCeSS .to the central ,system by logging O.n 
at the terminal. If the terminal has the Auto Call special feature 
installed, " the user can give ate1epirone nuMber of the central system 
as a parameter.' If the user codes this· parameter,. the terminal calls 
the number specified. 

In addition, the RJSTART command implies continuation of int~rrupted 
or discontinued output on a restart condition. If there was no 
central closedown !ntlle interim, RJSTART causes resumption, of the 
discontinued. output from. the point at vlhic11. the output was 
discontinued. If there was ,a central closedovTn \-lhile output was 
discontinuf!d for the terminal, output. transmis,sion resumes at the 
beginning of the interrupted data set. 

Operation 

RJSTART 

termid 

Operand 

termid 
[ • BRDCS':L'=YESl 

.13RlJCST=NO J 

Specifies the RJE name of the terminal that is supplied to.RJE by 
the ,installation when the program for the central system is 
assembled;. It may consist of one to eight alphameric (alphabetic 
and numeric) characters, thefirst'of which must be alphabetic. 
If the termid specified is not recognized as a valid name, RJE 
rejects the command, and a corrected statement must be subnitted. 

BRDCST=YES 
Specifies that a copy of the broadcast messages is desired before 
the terminal continues RJE processing. 

BRDCST=NO 
Specifies that 
the terminal~ 
omitted. 

a copy of the broadcast messages is not desired at 
This option is assumed by RJE if thepararneter is 

NOTE 

The RJSTl\RT command must be the first 
statement submitted at an inactive 
terminal. If the terminal desires to 
resume RJE activity after it has been 
logically detach('ld. f.rom .the system 
(after an RJEND c;::ommand or a. systen 
fai.lure) " it mast resubmit the RJSTART 
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comand. In a restart condition,the 
RJSTART also implies a CONTINUE command 
with no operand. (see' the CQNTINUE 
command) • 

5 . 3. 2RJEND-- Detach. a Terminal rrom the ,RJE System 
, ~ 

The RJEND command allows an RJE user to logically'detach his terminal 
from the system. When.theRJEND command is received by the :central 
system, clbsedown activities are .. initiated .for the terminal. 
Closedown activities involve transmission of all available messages 
directed to the terminal. No job output is ,returned to the terminal 
after the RJEND command is received. The last message sent to the 
terminal indicates that the RJEND command was received and that the 
terr!linalis now logically detached from the system.' 

If the terminal is connected to the ,central system. via .. a" switched 
connection., the connection is broken. The operator should not 'take 
his terminal off..,line .before he has received the message indicating 
that the RJEND command was accepted"becausethe,central SYastem will 
note an error condition that will have to be' resolved at the next 
terminal startup. No further communication oCCurs until the terminal 
resumes RJE activity with an RJSTART command. 

Operation Operand 

RJEND (no operand) 

5.3.3 . LOGON ~- Begin Session,inRJE 

A user at, a terminal 10c;Jically attached to. the RJE system' :issues a 
LOGON command to start his session. The commandidentifiestbe user 
to'RJE and allows him access 'to the system •. By checking the userid 
and key specified in the LOGON command, RJEguarantees that only valid 
users cian submit input or request output from the system. The LOGON 
command remains in effect until another LOGON, a LOGOFF ,or an RJEND 
command is' issued. '. 

Operatiqn Operand 

LOGON useridikey 

userid 

key 

Specifies the RJE name assigned to the user by the installation 
(userid). If the userid specified in this parameter is not valid, 
RJE rejects the command, and a corrected statement must be 
submitted. 

'Specifies the valid protection key assigned, with the userid. If 
the key specified in this, 'parameter, is not the key that was 
assigned with the' useri,d, the, LOGON ,:command is rejected. The RJE 
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5.3.4 

system never prints ~ protection key at a terminal. 

1. Only two statements other than the LOGON command may follow 
the RJS'l'ART command: RJEND or CONTINUE. 

2. The userid-key pair assignments are specified either at RJE 
assembly time or dynamically by the central operator with the 
USERID command. 

Programmer's Note: 

A ,user cannot he·loggecI on at more than eno terminal nt a 
time. If a user desires to change terminals, he must log off 
at his old terminal. If a user who is logged on at one 
terminal submits a LOGON command at another terminal, the 
second LOGOU command is rejected. 

LOGOFF -- End a Session .~ 

With a LOGOFF command, the users indicates that he hns completed 
session. JAfter receiving a LOGOFF command, RJE refuses input from 
terminal until another LOGON command is sOOm! tted. HO\"over, 
operator can continue to monitor the system for output directed to 
terminal, or he can issue an RJEND command to logically detach 
terminal from the system. 

his 
the 
the 
the,' 
the 

5.3.5 

Operation Operand 

LOGOFF (no operand) 

NOTE 

If the central system receives a valid 
LOGON command from a terminal with a 
session in progress, the central system 
logs off the current user and logs on 
the user identified in the LOGON 
command. If the central system receives 
an RJEND command from a terminal with a 
session' in progress, it, ·logs off the 
user and logically detaches the 
terminal. 

OUTPUT -~ Request Job Output 

Deferred job output iscretrieved with the OUTPUT command. If the user 
. is, a valid recipient and output is aVa'ilable, RJS returns the output 
to the user. ;If the job is not complete when' its output is requested, 
RJE returns a message indicating this. The OUTPUT command must be 
re$ubmitted after the job has completed. The OU'J'PU'.rcornmand provides 
three capabilities: 



L The user may request (in a specific request) the deferred 
output of a specific job in the system. 

2. The user may request (in a minor request) all deferred output 
created by jobs submitted by a specified user and naming the 
requestor as a valid recipient. 

3. The user may request (in a major request) all deferred output 
naming the requestor as a valid recipient. 

If the user is not a valid recipient of the output t an invalid request 
response is returned. If output is requested for a job that is not in 
the system or is already enqueued for delivery, notification also is 
returned to the user. 

Operation Operand 

OUTPUT 

J=jobname 

[
J=jObnameJ· 
U=userid .. 

Indicates that the request is for the deferred output of the job 
named in the parameter (specific request). The user receives the 
output if he originated the job or is named as a valid recipient 
for the output. 

U=userid 
Indicates that the request is for deferred output from all jobs, 
submitted by the name user, designating the requesting user as a 
valid recipient (a minor request). If the user gives his own 
l.lserid, or omits the operand, he receives all available output 
from jobs submitted by him. 

The coded value" (asterisk), indicates that the request is for 
all deferred output in the system for which the user is a valid 
recipient (a major request). The user receives all available 
deferred output of jobs submitted by him and of jobs surnbitted by 
other user naming him as a valid recipient. 

no operand 
If the operand field is left blank, RJE returns to the user all 
the available deferred output created by jobs that the user, 
identified in the current LOGOH command, has submitted. In 
effect, RJE assumes U=userid with the requesting user designated 
as receipient. 

NOTE 

A user cannot receive deferred job 
output from another user's job unless he 
is named as a valid recipient. A user 
is automatically a valid recipient of 
jobol.ltputif he submits the job. 
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5.3.6 CONTINUE -- Request Discontinued Job Output 

The user or operator at a terminal specifies the 
disconti.nued output with the CONTINUE command~ 
discontinued under one of the following conditions: 

disposition 
OUtput may 

of 
be 

1. A forms requirement message, indicating a change in the form 
number specified for the output, is sent to the terminal. 

2. Operator intervention at the terminal· causes output to be 
discontinued. 

3. Equipment failure during an output operation causes an 
interruption in output. 

When interrupted output is held for an active terminal, no output is 
returned to the terminal until a CONTINUE command is received by the 
central system. RJE cqntinues to accept input from the terminal, 
however .If the remote operator stilimits an RJEND cor:unand \'1hile output 
is discontinued, continuation of discontinued output is implied when 
the remote operator submits his next RJSTART command. If there was no 
centralclosedown before the RJSTART was received, transmission of the 
discontinued output· data resumes from the point it was discontinued. 
If there was a central closedown, the output transmission resumes at 
the beginning.of the interrupted data set upon receipt of the RJSTA.RT 
command. ·If the discontinue state was the result of a transmission 
failure, the remote terminal must first send an RJSTART. Any other 
input will cause the message RJSTART REQUIRED to be sent back to the 
remote terminal and the discontinue state "Till still exist. Other 
than this response, no output is returned to the terminal until an 
RJSTART command is received. 

If the interrupted output is from a SYSOUT.data, the CONTINUE command 
provides three capabilities: 

BEGIN 

1. 

2. 

The user can ·reqtiest the transmission of 
interrupted output data. 

the 

The user can specify that transmission of the data be resumed 
\'1i th the first record . of the SYSOUT block that \vas being 
written when the outputWCl.S discontinued. 

3. The user can specify that he does not desire the output data 
and can directRJE to delete it •. Output transmission resumes 
with t.'1e next data created in the job step or with the 
deallocation messages for that step. 

Operation Operand 

CONTINUE [=~GINJ 

Specifies that the user desires transmission of the entire data. 



UO 
Indicates that the user desires' RJE to delet~ the' data and re.sume 
output transmission with the next '. output data or deallocation 
message. 

no operand 
Specifies that transf(lission of the data' is to be resumed with the 
first record of the SYSOUT block that was being written when the 
output was discontinued. With blocked records there isa 
pos.sibility of duplicate records since transmission is resumed at 
the be9inning ofa block rather than with a specific record. 

( 

If the interrupted output is a series of BRDCST messages, anyone of (-
the above three types of CONTINUE commands will cause the entire 
series of BRDCST messages to be transmitted from the beginning. 

If the interrupted output is anything other than SYSOUT data or BRDCST 
messages, anyone of the above three types 6f CONTINUE commands will 
resume transmission with the line of text that was stopped. 
Attempting to continue allocation or deallocation messages may cause 
the last several lines.to be repeated. The amount of overlap varies 
from 0 to 5dup~icate lines. 

The only time the three options of the CONTINUE; command have 
individual effects is when a SYSOUT data was discontinued. 

5.3.7 DELETE -- Remove a Job From the RJE.System 

With the DELETE command, the user may remove jobs from the RJE system, 
without receiving a oopy of the job out.put. This coIt\manddirects RJE 
to remove all references to the job. It does not remove named data 
created by the job or output data directed to the central 
installation. The DELETE command is. not necessary to remove job 
output that already has been returned to the user. All references to 
the job in the RJE system are normally removed after the job output is 
returned to the user. A job can' only be deleted if it is on the input 
queUe, is executing, or has not been placed on. an output queue for 
delivery. The DELETE command provides two 'capabilities: 

1. The user can delete a specific job 'previously submitted by 
himself. 

2. The user can delete all jobs' previously submitted by himself. 

NOTE 

The job is not deleted from the system 
until the message "IUK1071 JOB DELETED 
jobname userid" is issued. No job with 
the same jobname can be entered until 
this message is received. 
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Operation Operand 

DELETE [J=jobname] 

J=jobname 
Specifies the name of the job that the user desires to remove 
from the system. The command is rejected if the user requesting 
the removal is not the user who originated the job. 

no operand 
Specifies that all jobs currently in the system submitted under 
the userid in the current LOGON command are to be removed from 
the system. This format is useful for avoiding duplicate 
jobnames by clearing the system of forgotten jobs. Caution must 
be exercised when using this optional format. A user should not 
use this format if he is sharing a userid since it deletes all 
jobs sUbmitted under the userid. 

5.3.8 ALERT -- Request Notification of Availability of Deferred Output 

The user issues the ALERT command if he wants 
deferred job output becomes available for him. 
to be alerted: 

to be alerted when 
The user may request 

1. When the output of a specific job is available (specific 
alert); 

2. When output from any job submitted by him is available (minor 
alert); 

3. When any output for which he is a valid recipient is 
available (major alert). 

The immediate response to the command indicates all currently 
available output of the job, or jobs, involved. If the command 
involves any job in the system not currently available, the command 
waits in the system and returns additional responses as job output 
becomes available. If the command specifies a job that is not in the 
system, a message indicating that no such job exists is returned to 
the terminal and the command is cancelled. 

The response to the ALERT command contains the information necessary 
to retrieve the output with the OUTPUT command. It also includes any 
user information specified in the JED NOTIFY parameter. A valid ALERT 
command remains waiting in the system until: 

1. It is cancelled with an ALERT / command issued by that user. 

2. An RJEND command is issued at the terminal, or 

3. The ALERT command response for a job, specified by jobname in 
the operand, is sent. 

Alert command responses are sent to the terminal associated with the 
user who submitted the command, that is, the terminal where that user 
is or last was logged on. If the terminal is logically attached to 
the system, the response is sent regardless of who is logged on or 
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whether or not anyone is logged on. 

Operation Operand 

ALERT B-jOb~eJ 

J=jobname . . 

* 

/ 

Identifies a particular job for which the user desires to be 
alerted. If the job addresse.d is in the system but not complete, 
the request remai.ns pending in the system until the job is 
completed •. 1f the job requested is not in the system, a message 
indicating this fact is returned, and the command is rejected. 

The coded value * (asterisk) is used if the user wants to be 
alerted when any job output is available for him. It is 
especially useful if the user expects job output from other users 
who have specified . him. as an alternate repipient. The ALERT * 
remains pending in the system under the conditions previously 
described. 

The coded value / (slash) indicates that the user desires to 
cancel all ALERT commands previously issued by himself. All 
impending ALERT commands issu~Cl by the. user are cancelled when 
RJE receives the A~RT / command. There is no selective 
cancelling of ALERT commands. 

no operand 
If the operand field :i,.s left blank, RJE alerts the user when any 
job that he has submitted has output available. The command 
remains pending in the system under the conditions previously 
described. . 

NOTE 

The user receives only one alert 
response for each job regardless of the 
number. of ALERT commands issued by the 
user (except for a.specific alert for 
which he will be notified each time it 
is submitted) • For example, if the user 
issues an ALERT * and is alerted that 
two jobs have .output available for him, 
no additional alerts for those two 'jobs 
are returned, regardless of the number 
of subsequent ALERT commands issued by 
the user. Information about the jobs, 
however'~ is always available with the 
STATUS command. 
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5.3.9 STATUS -- Determine the Status of a Job 

The STATUS command allows a-user to de t.ermihe the status of -one or 
more remotely . submitted jobs. RJE returns the st.atus of only·those 
jobs, -addressed by this command, that are currently "in the syst.em. and 
for which the requester ia . a valid recipient~·TheSTATUS-command 
provides the following capabilities: 

1. The user can request the status, of a specifier job '(a specific 
request). 

2. The user can request 
particular user for 
request). 

the status of jobs submitted by a 
which he is a valid recipient (a minor 

3. The usercanrE!quest the status' of ail jobs in' the .system for 
which he is·a valid recipient (a ,major request).-·: 

4. The user can request the status of all jobs that are 
currently associated with the,terminal (a terminal request). 

The user receives a response for each job that satisfies the- command. 
Each response contains the jobhame and an,indication of its status: 

1. Scheduled (with queue position in its job class) • 

2. Executing. 

3. Complete (normal or abnormal termination). 

In addition to these responses', if the-command addresses a specific 
job, one of two responses may be returned: 

4.· Not in the system. 

5. Invalid request (the user i-s not-a -valid recipient) .. 

The STATUS· command does not wait in the RJE system~ RJE·. returns the 
status of only those jobs in the system at·· the time the· command is 
received. It does not automatically return the new status of a job 
when a change - of" status . occurs. The' user, however, may request 
notification of job completion with the ALERT command~ 

Operation Operand 

~J=jObnamj . 
~. =userid .' 

, T . 
. . 

STATUS 

J=jobname 
Indicates that the request is for the status of, a:\ specific .. job 
identified by the: jobname. If the user issuing the command is 
not a valid recipient of the job, or this job is not in the 
system, the status request is denied. A message is returned to 
the user indicating tAe reason. 
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U=userid 

* 

T 

Indicates that the request is for the status of all current jobs 
submitted by the user identified with the userid for which the 
requesting·user is.a valid recipient. If the user specifies his 
own useridor omits the operand, he receives the status of only 
his own jobs currently in the system. 

The coded value * (asterisk) indicates that the user desires the 
status of all jobs currently in the system for which he is a 
valid recepient. 

The coded value T is used to receive the status of all jobs in 
the system currently associated with the terminal. A job is 
associated with a terminal if the user who submitted the job is 
or last was logged on at. the termina~. This format is useful 
just before the terminal initiates closedown. 

no operand 
RJE assumes that the user issuing the command desires the status 
of all jobs submit.ted by him. In effect, it assumes U=userid 

·with the requesting user designated. 

t~en a user requests .the status of a job 
acknowledged by the RJE system, an the status 
that the job is not in the system, one 
conditions has occurred: 

submitted to and 
response specifies 
of the following 

1. If the output was specified 
already been returned to 
job. 

as immediate, the output has 
the terminal associated with the 

2. If the output was specified as deferred and an alternate 
recipient was specified, the alternate has ret.rieved the copy 
of job output with an OUTPUT command. 

3. If the userid is shared, another indi vidual sharing the 
userid may have received the output. 

4. The job was deleted by the user or by another user sharing 
his userid. 

5. The central operator retrieved the job with a CENOUT command. 

5.3.10 BRDCSTR -- Request the Broadcast Messages 

The remote user requests a copy of the broadcast messages with the 
BRDCSTR command. RJE responds to this command by returning a copy of 
the system broadcast messages to the terminal. These messages contain 
information of general interest to the entire RJE system. They may 
include any information considered desirable by the installation and 
are sent only on request from a terminal. The information might 
include: 
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1. The next schedules RJEclosedown at the central system and 
the various terminals. 

2. The next scheduled RJE startup at the central system and 
various terminals. 

l. The installation equipment configuration and its status at 
the central system and various terminals. 

The broadcast messages are created and maintained by the central 
operator. 

Operation Operand 

BRDCSTR (no operand) 

5.3.11 MSGR -- Communicate Within RJE 

The RJE user sends messages to other points in the RJE system with the 
MSGR command. Messages may be sent to the central operator, to 
terminals attached to theRJE system, and the' RJE users. Messages 
sent to the central operator are displayed on his printer-keyboard 
when they are received. Messages are sent to a terminal if it is 
logically attached ,to -the system. If the terminal is not active when 
RJE receives the command, the message is kept in the system until it 
can be delivered. This facility allows the user to IIleave word ll if a 
terminal is inactive when the command is received. RJEinforms the 
sender of whether or not the message has been sent. Messages directed 
to an RJE user are sent only to the terminal where the user is 
currently logged on. If the user is not logged on, the command is 
rejected, and a response informs ~le sender. 

If the user specifies that a message is to be sent to both a user and 
a terminal, RJE first tries to send the message to the specified user. 
If the user is not currently logged on, the message is sent to the 
specified terminal or remains in the system until it qan be sent to 
the terminal. 

Message text is limited to 40 characters. The MSGR command cannot be 
continued. Any messages requiring more than 40 characters of text 
must be sent by multiple commands. 

Operation Operand 

MSGR M='text' [,U=userid) [,T=termid) 

M='text' 
Specifies the message text to be sent. The message text must be 
framed by apostrophes. The text itself may include as many as 40 
printable characters and blanks. Apostrophes contained within 
the message text must be paired, each pair counts as one text 
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character. If theU and T key-word parameters are "omitted, the 
message is sent to the central operator. 

NOTE 

The message text must·· be 
uppercase from the 
printer-keyboard. 

U=userid 

entered in 
remote 

( 

Indicates that the message is to be sent to the user specified by 
the userid. The message is sent to the terminal where the 
specified user is logged on. If he is not currently". logged on 
and the T keyword parameter is not included, or if the userid is C 
not valid, the command is rejected and a response is returned to . 
the sender. If the user specifies his own userid, when RJE 
recieves the command it sends the message to the terminal where 
he is logged on. This format is useful if the user desires to 
have a message returned to the terminal when his input is being 
sent to the central system. To do this the user places the MSGR 
command, with the desired message, after his LOGON command. 

T=termid 
Indicates that the message is to be sent to the terminal 
specified bytermid. If the message cannot be sent after it is C 
received by the central system, it· is kept until it can be 
delivered. If no space is available in the data reserved for 
deferred mes.sages, or if the termid specified does not correspond 
to a terminal in the RJE system, the command is rejected, and a 
response is returned to the ·sender.The message is formatted for 
the central operator or another terminal as follows: 

RJE MSG (US:;~d (l~ ~Ruserid (2) text 

*C* ... message by default goes to central 

userid(l) the U·option is used 

userid.(2) ... submitter 

5.4 ADDITIONAL,REFERENCES 

Additional information on OS/RJE 
document: IBM Systems Reference 
System Remote Job Entry (GC30-2006). 

may be found in the following 
Library, IBM System/360 Operating 
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CHAPTER 6 

HASP SYSTEM GENERATION 

The remote number characteristics are defined when a central sIstem 
"HASPGEN" is performed. The parameter "RMTnn" is spectfied w th a 
14-character string (explained in Figure 6-1), and defines the 
characteristics of remote terminals to be used with HASP Remote/Job 
Entry. 

RMTnn = rom 

Remote number ~.' 01-99 (1) 

Line number (1) 

Print Routine 
(should be same as nn) 

00 pp 

~ 

Punch Routine ----------________ ~ 
(00 to specify 
local routing of 
any punch output) 

Priority Increment --------------__ ~ 
for this remote 
terminal (1) 

Priority Limit for --------------------~ 
this remote terminal (1) 

Printer Width 
(0, 1, 2 or 3 for 80,100 
120 or 132 characters) 

w t 

Terminal Type _______ ~--___ --------________ ....J 

(1 for 2780 Emulator) 

d 

Data Format ------------------------------------~ 
(3 for Block Variable Length) 

Terminal Features 

f 

(2, 3, 6, or 7 tor l-1ultiple Record (2, 3, 6 & 7), Horh:ontal 
Format Control (6 & 7), and Transparency (3 & 7)-(2)-

(1) 

(2) 

CPU Facility Dependent 

E.g.: Terminal feature 3 specifies Multiple Record and 
Transparency (no Horizontal, Format Control) Terminal feature 7 
specifies Multiple Record, transparency and Horizontal Format 
Control. 

Figure 6-1 
HASP/RJE Remote Terminal Characteristics 
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CHAPTER 7 

HASP TERMINAL COMMANDS 

7.1" HASP CO~NOS FROM THE 2780 ReS 

The, HASP System has a standard set of commands that can be issued from 
the remote terminal. However~ in· any installation; some of these 
commands may be absent and others substituted by user modifications to 
the HAS~ System. 

Thecornmands t~t HASP accepts from remote' terminals are summarized 
below. Additional information' about the commands can be obtained from 
the publication: The HASP System, IBM Corporation (program Number 
3600051014) • Information can also be ob€ained from the system 
p:rogrammer for the HASP System at the central computer site. 

7.2 SIGNON AND SIGNOFF 

Before the operator can issue console commands, the remote terminal 
must sign on to the central HASP system. Once all the desired work is 
'completed, the operator' must, sign off t.o disc:onnect the terminal from 
the central system. 

7.2.1 SIGNON Card 

The first card placed in the card reader after the 2780 RCS is loaded 
must be a ,SIGNON card if one is required by the central HASP system. 
The card has t:he following format. 

7.2.2 

Col.' ' 

1 16 25 

'1* SIGNON 'REMOTEnn password ' (optional) 

, nnindicates the terminal'number. 

SIGNOFFCard 

A remote job entry session is terminated by the reading of a SIGNOFF 
card. When it is received, the HASP system disconnects the 2780 RCS 
from the central system at the completion of the current print data 
stream. The SIm~OFF card has the following format. 

Col. 

1 

I*SIGNOFF 
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7.3 HASP TERMINAL COMMANDS 

To assist the terminal operator in controlling the jobstream, several 
HASP commands have been made available to him. The selection of 
commands available to the terminal operator is restricted to' those 
affecting jobs submitted at. the terminal and. to those n~eded to 
control the output. These commands are punched on cards and read in 
through the card reader. 

To use these commands efficiently, the operator needs to understand 
job flow through the HASP system. The normal flow of a jpb through 
the system consists of the following steps. 

1. HASP reads jobstreams from terininals and/Qr a local card 
reader for queues on the disk (aspecia.l HASP spool disk) •. 

2. Jobs are selected from the queues and delivered to OS for 
processing. 

3. The operating system controls all phases of the job execution 
except card reader.input and printer/punch Qutput •. 

4. HASP receives the output of a job from OS and queues it ·.on 
the disk. 

5. If the job requires special forms for output, HASP handles 
the situation in one of the following ways: 

a. By asking the operator to change forms during the print 
phase, 

b. By queuing the output on 
leaving it there until the 
The system messages for the 
data when the special fonns 

a special forms. queue ,and 
operator chooses to print it. 
job are printed before the 
queue is used. 

6. HASP reads the job output from disk and writes it using the 
specified printer or punch. The output device selected can 
be controlled by using a ROUTE card or operator commands. 
Data submitted from one terminal can be routed to the 
submitting terminal, to another terminal, or printed at the 
central computer site. 

Each job entering the HASP system is assigned a HASP job number. This 
number must be used when referring to the job with HASP. commands. 
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7.3.1 Display Job Info'rm~tion Command 

The Display Job Information command extracts information about a 
particular job or jobs. When used . from a terniinal, the command 
produces information about jobs originating from :that" terminal only. 
The command has the following format. - . 

Col., 

1 

/*$D ~~~~.) 
'jobname' = The name of the job for which status 'information 

is desired. The jobname" always, must· be enclosed 
in single quotation marks ('). 

JOBx-x,x = 
" .. -

The number of .the Job for' which status -informa·tion 
is desired. Jo.Bx requests information about one 
job. JOBx-x requests information about a set of 
jobs with sequential job numbers. JOBX,x requests 
information about two jobs. 

The following examples illustrate system response toa ~ob information 
request. 

JOB 3 TESTJOBAWAITING EXEC B'PRIO, 6 

JOB 5 NE~JOB AWAITING PRINT 2 PRIO 9 

l· LjObname 

HASP job number 
L Lpriority~ 

job class or terminal 
number 

7.3.2 Displaying Statu$ of Jobs on the HASP Queue Command 

The /*$DN command displays information about the jobs OIl the various 
HASP queues. It has the following formats. 

Col. 

1 

/*$DN 

/*$DN,nn 

.. 

/*$DN,XEQ 

/*$DN,PRT 

/*$DN,PUN 

/*$DN,nn,PRT 

.". 

List an jobs in the system. 

List all jobs associated with terminal nne 
nn = terminal number • 

List all jobs awaiting execution. 

List all jobs waiting to be printed. 

List all jobs waiting to be punched •. 

List all jobs associated with terminal·· nn, 
'that are waiting 'to ·be printed. The same 
format is used for XEQ and PUN. 

.. ., ~ 



The following examples illustrate the system l;'esponse. 

JOB 16 XXXJOB A~ITING EXEC B PRIO 6 

JOB1.3ZZZJOa Al'lAITINGPRINT '2 PRIO 3 t LjObname ·l.··· ' Lpriority' 

HASP job number . job clasliJQr terminal nwnber 

The system response to $ON and $UQ, which follows, also includes the 
message xx PERCENT SPOOL UTILIZATION to indicate the amount of HASP 
spool disk that is filled. 

·7.3.30isplaying the·Number of Queued JobsComm\ind 

The $OQ command is an abbreviated fOl;'In of the $ON command in tha,t only 
.the number of' jobs, rather than the names, on the different queues are C' 
. listed. The format is shown below. 

Col. 

-I 

/*$OQ 

The following example illustrates the systein response •. 

4 XEQ B 
6 XEQ 0 
5 PRT 0 
2 PRT 2 

. ·lPUN,O . 

L· &Ob class or terminal number (0 Ineans local) 
number of jobs 

7~3 • .4 Displaying current Activity on the HASP SysteriiCommand 

The $OA cOmnland lists all jobs that are executing in the system at the 
time of the request. The command has the following format. . 

Col. 

1 

.-/~$OA 

The following example illustrates the system response to the request. 

JOB 13 ASSElmLY EXECUTING A PRIO 3 

JOB 14 LISTJOB EXECUTING B PRIO 6 

JOB 9 PRINTJOB ON PRINTER 2 PRIO 3 L·· .Ljobname '. ·L· . .... L priority 

. '. ". HASP ~ob number job class or terminal number 
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7.3.5 Cancel. Command 

The Cancel command allows the operator to terminate jobs or activities 
in the system. If a job is cancelled while awaiting execution, the 
job control, cards are printed. If a job is cancelled while executing 
under OS control, the command takes effect after the execution. The 
Cancel command has the following format. 

Col. 

1 

/*$C.10B x 

Once a job is canceled at a terminal, the next job on the output queue 
is selected. 

The following is an example of the system response to the Cancel 
.coromand. 

( JOB & TESTJOB AWAITING PRINT 2 PRIO 3 PURGE 

( 

7.3.6 Messages to the Operator' of the HASP System Command 

Messages to the HASP operator or to another terminal operator are sent 
using the $DMcommand.It has the following format .. 

Col. 

1 

1*$DMnn,'Iriessage to the operator' 

nn indicates the number of the terminal for which the 
message is intended. The HASP system is terminal o. 

When the message is received, it has the following format. 

nn 'message to the operator' 

nn is the number of the sending terminal. Messages which 
originate at the HASP system are indicated with a O. 

7.3.7 Routing the Output Command 

If £lterminal job generates a 
print it at the H.2\.SP system. 
to the HASP system printer by 
following format. 

Col. 

1 

lot of output, it may be practical to 
The terminal operator routes the output 
using the$R command~ It has the 

( ALI.) 
/*$R PRT JOBx, LOCAL 

PUN 

The output of job x is to be printed on. the local (HASP) printer. All 
output (ALI.), only the printing (PRT) , or only the punching (PUN) can 
be sl'ecified for local output. 



7 .4 HASP CONSOLE ERROR.· MESSAGES 

Often, when attempting to diagnose communications problems, it is 
necessary to have an understanding of the symptoms of those problems 
on both sides of the line. The following is the form of the HASP 
console message: 

I/O ERROR ON LINEn uuu,cc,ssss,llrr,xyee 

Explanation: ·An error has been detected on the indicated HASp· RJE 
line or on a device attached to that line where: 

n = HASP RJE line number 
uuu = line adapter. address 

co = CCW opcode used at time of error 
ssss = csw status code 

exception - for multi-leaving work station 
0000 = indicator for normal channel and with block sequence 

check at central CPU 
FFFF= indicator for normal channel and with a block 

sequence check at remote terminal 
11 = sense information is ssss = OEOO 

= last character received if sss = OCOO and xy'= 94 or D4 . 
rr = remote device first response character 

x = HASP CCW internal sequence identification 
y = HASP CCW internal sequence command-type 

ee = expected response 

The appropriate IBM Component Description manual describes the status 
and sense information in detail. 

7.5 IBM 2701 COMMAND, STATUS AND SENSE INFOru.1ATION 

CCW - 02 
01 

READ 
WRITE 

CSW -These masks are most COJl:)mon values of the ·CSW. Additional 
information may be found on the "green card (Le.,: Systern/360 
Reference Data Card)". 

0800 = Channel end 
0400 = Device end 
0200 = Unit check' 
0100 = Unit Exception 

7.5.1 Channel End and Device End (OCOO) 

This status is set by the 2701 when each of the valid SDA-II comnands 
reaches its "normal" ending status: 

WRITE - The data has been sent. 

( 

( 

c 

ETB or ETX followed by a bcc has sent. The command i~ ended 
l'lith this condition after the "pad" is tx:ans.rnitted. ( 



( 

( 

READ - The record has been received without a detected error. 

7.5.2 Channel End, Device End, and Unit Check (OEOO) 

Set \/h(',n ending any valid SDA = II CCW with error or other unusual 
conditions outstanding. Further clarification or er.ror in sense byte. 

7.5.3 Channel End, Device End, Unit Exception (0000) 

WRITE - The write command has been ended because the hardware was 
still "in sync" and receiving or the hardware went into sync 
following the completion of the last read command. 

READ - An EOT pad has been detected outside of text mode. 

7 . 5 • 4 Sense Byte 

nit Assignments 

o 
1 
2 
3. 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Conunand Rej ect 
Intervention Required 
Bus Out Check 
Equipment Check 
Data Check 
Overrun 
Lost Data 
TiJne out 

Command reject - Set with unit check when a command is not accepted by 
the SDA-II, may occur if the 2701 SDA-II is not turned on. If a 
second write command is not received when the SDA-II is in 
transparent - write mode this will be set. 

Intervention Required - Dataset or ACU is not operational. 

Equipment Check - Set along with unit check when the SDA-II detects an 
internal error. 

Data Check - Set along with unit check status 'Vlhen a parity or bcc 
error is detected on read. Set during transparent read whEm a DLE is 
not followed by ETB, ETX, ITB, m·w, DLE or SYN' characters. 

OVerrrun - This bit is set with unit Check Status when the CPU channel 
is not maintaining the speed of the incoming data. 

Lost Data - Set when data is lost due to the lack of the read command 
in the adapter. 

Time Out - set \'1hen one 
During read inuicates 
doublo syn haG not been 
it indicates that the 
\/i thi."l. 3 seconds. 

of the adapter timeout sequences occurs. 
no data for 3. seconds, or 3 seconds ofsyn or 

seen in test over 3 seconds. On write cOMmand 
clear to send signal did not reach the adapter 
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CHAPTER 8 

ASP SYSTeM GENERATION 

8.1 ASP SYSTEM GENERATION PARAMETERS 

In order for 2780 RCS to operate under control of ASP, the ASP system 
must be generated USing specified parameters. The required generation 
information is specified in the RJPLINE· and RJPTERM cards, described 
below. 

Additional .. ~formation on ASP generation is contained in the following 
pul;)li c:ations: 

8.1.1 

1m-I System/360 and System/370ASP, Version 3 
Asymmetric Multiprocessing System Programmer's 
Manual (GH20-l292-0), 

IBM System/360 Attached SUPI~rt Processor (ASP) 
(360A-CX-15X) Version 2 System programmer's Manual 
(GH20-0323). 

RJPLINE Card 

'l'he RJPLINE card identifies the characteristics of a line that 
be used forRJP tiansmissionto the Attached Support Processor 
The oardha.s the following format. 

is to 
(ASP) • 

R;PLXNE,~=;ddriame .. .."} Required 
,A=line-adapter-address .. 
,I={AIB} 

N= 

A= 

1= 4.1 B} 

,P=password 
,S={2000Iline speed} Optional 
,F=DIAL 
,F=NTRS 
,G=Line-group-name 
. ,T=terminal-name 
~O=AUTO 

Line ddname, up to eight alphanumeric characters. 
Thenameeannot be the same as the terminal name 
specified on the RJPTERH card. 

Line adapter 
characters. 

address, three alphanumeric 

Line interface,· one alphabetic character. 
the default. . 

8-1 
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P= 

S= 

F=DIAL 

F=NTRS 

G= 

·T= 

O=AUTO 

RJPLINE examples: 

Line password, up to eight alphabetic characters. 
The default is eight blanks, i.e., no password 
protection. 

Line baud rating, up to six numeric characters. 
The default is 2000 baud. 4800 is the maximum for 
2780 RCS. 

When specified, DIAL indicates a switched line. 
Otherwise, a dedicated or leased line is assumed. 

No transparency. If omitted, the transparency 
feature is assumed. 

The line groUp 
characters. The 
no group name. 

name, up to eight alphabetic 
default is eight blanks; i.e., 

Preassignment of a given terminal name (five 
chax-acters) that is associated with a line. 

When specified, AUTO indicates that the RJP line 
is to be started automatically; no operator START 
command is required. 

RJPLINE,N=LlNEOOl,A=050 

RJPLlNE,N-00l,A=050,I=B,P=SECRET,S=4800,F-DIAL 

8 .1.2 RTJPTERH Card 

The RJPTERM·card defines a remote RJP terminal to the Attached .Support 
Processor (ASP). Without this definition, a terminal attempting to 
sign on is not acoepted. The RJPTERM card has the following format. 

RJPTERH,N=terminal-ddname }. Required 
,'r= 2780 
,RD={Oln} 
,PU={Oln} 
,PR={Oln} 
,B={400Innnn} 
,C={Olnn} 
,PRW={132Innnn} 
,F=HTAB Optional 
,F=NTRS 
,Q=BFIX 
,G=i={tei'minal-ddnainelgroup name} 
,F=XBUF 
,O=AUTR 

~lPTERM,keyword-parameters 

N= Terminal ddname,must be. five alphanumeric 
characters. The name may not be the same as the 
line name, RJPLlNE card. 
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T= 'J;'erminal description type as follows: 

2780 terminal 

RD-l Nwnber of remote reader devices 

PR.;al 

8=400 

C.{Olnn} 

PRW= 

Q:;:AUTR 

Number of remote printer devices. 

Terminal buffer size. 

~emote terminal console command support authority 
level. The value for nn may be 0 to 15. RJP 
converts the value supplied to one of the 
followinq four levels: 

C .., 15 
C = 14-10 
C = 9-5 
C 0:: 4-0 

Levels: 

converts to level.15 
converts to level 10 
converts to level 5 
converts to level 0 

o - no remote terminal console support (not 
recommended) 

5 ... IUQUIRY (*I) and MESSAGE (*Z), CANCEL (*C), 
START (*5), or RESTART (*R) facility. 

10 .. INQUIRY (*I), MESSAGE (*Z), CALL .(*X), START 
(*S), CANCEL (*C), VARY (*V), MODIFY (*F), 
or RESTART (*R) facility for jobs submitted 
by this terminal or devices attached to this 
.terminal. 

15 - All 

Maximum print record size, up to terminal buffer 
size. The default is l32~byte print record. 

'l'erminal option, when specified, indicates the 
output buffers used by RJP are dedicated and are 
not swapped. 

Groupname, eight characters or less. The default 
is the terminal ddname. 

Terminal 
automatic 
system. 

option, when spe9ifieq provides·· the 
call ASP reader function in the local 

RJl"l'l!:~,N=NEWYK, T=2780, RD=l, PU-O, PR=l, B=400, C=2, 
PRW=ll2,O=BFIX, G=SECRET 
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CHAP'l'ER 9 

ASP com·lANDS FROM THE 2780 RCS 

9 .1 ASP TEIDIINAL CQ}IHANDS 

When the systems programmer generates the ASP System for the central 
computer, he can designate the levels of authority for each 2780 RCS. 
The levels of authority and a summary of commands are presented in 
this chapter. Console commands are entered by being punched on cards. 

For additional inforrnation, refer to the following publications: 

I1311 System/36 0 Attached Support Processor System 
(ASP) (360A-CX-l5X) Version 2, Cons9leOperator's 

Hanual ,IBH .. Corporation (GH~ 0-0 323 ), 

IBM System/360 a'1d Systerll/370. ASP Version 3, 
Asymmetric nultiprocessing System, Operator's 
~lanual(360A-CX-l5X), IBH Corporation (G1I20-1289). 

l\SP LEVELS OF 1\.UTHORITY 

The ASP levels of authority follm·l. 

Level 0-4: No remote 
permitted. 

console . cOMMand support 

Level 5-9: Remote console support is limited to 
following commands: 

/ /**START (*S) 
/ /**RESTART (*R) 
//**CANCEL (*C) 
//**INQUIHY (*I) 
//**HESSAGE (*Z) 

The above commands are restricted as follows: 

is 

the 

The START, RESTART and CANCEL co~~nds must specify a remote terminal 
device name which is part of the remote terminal. For example, the 
operator at a remote terminal named REMOT can enter *S REMOTPRl. 

Level 10-14: The remote console can be used to enter the· 
following commands: 

//**CALL (*X) 
//**START (*R) 



/ /**RESTART (*R) 
/ /**CANCEL (*C) 
/ /**VARY(*V) 
//**HODIFY (*F) 
//**INQUIRY (*1) 
//**MESSAGE (*Z) 

The. above commands are restricted as fol10\1s: 

. The CALL command can be used to invoke the following DSP's: 

Card-to~Card (CC) 
Card-to-Print (CP) 
Card-to-Tape (CT) 
Card Reader (CR) 
Tape-to-Card (TC).· 
Tape-to-Print .(TP) 
Printer Resource Updata Utility (PRUT) 

The input· (IN=) and output (OUT=) parameters specified in' the CALL 
command must be devices associated with the remote terminal. They can 
be given in long form (that is; IN=REMOTRD1) orshart'form" (that is, 
IN=ROl). In the latter case the parameter is expanded internally to 
the long form. If neither input nor output parameters are given in a 
CALL for a DSPin which card input is expected (that is, //**X CR), 
the remote card reader is used~ . 

The START, RESTART, and CANCEL COI1U\1.ands must 'specify a terminal 
device, as discussed under Level 5-9. This is also true of the VARY 
command. 

Two MODIFY commands are permitted: MODIFY JOB C/ /**~:, J== •• ,,;)" and 
MODIFY RJP C/ /**FT , ••• ) • The MODIFY' JOB command allows the remote 
operator to modify jobs submitted by his terminal group. If the T= 
group name is not included by the operator,ASP inserts the para~ter 
into the message. ASP also inserts T=termimt:l-narne into MODIFY RJP 
commands, if the operator omits the parameter. 

Level 15: All valid commands can be entered from the 
remote terminal with the exception of the 
following: 

//**SWITCH 
//**DUMP 
//**RETURN //**ENABLE 
/ /**DISABLE . . ' 

No further checking is done and no default' parameters ate' supplied'. 

9.3 SIGNON ANDSIGNOFF 

Before the operator can issue console commands, the- renote terminal 
must sign on to the central ASPsystem~ Once all the desired ".ork is 

( 

c 

c 

completed, the operator must sign off to disconnect the 2780 RCS from ( 
the central system. ~ 
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9.3.1 SIGNONCard 

The first card placed in:the card reader after 2780 ReS ;i.s loaded m\1st 
be a SIGNON card, if one is required by the central ASP system. The 
card has one of ~efollowingformats. 

ASP2, format: 

Col. 
1 16 22 25 , 
/*SIGNON terminal-name H pas Rwol;'d (optional) 

, 
-, 

ASP'3 Forma:t: 

Col. ' 
1 16 22 as 
/*SIGNON terminal-name A p'assword (optional) 

9.3.2 SIGNOFF Card 

A remote job entry session is ," terminated by the"reading of a SlGNOFF 
card. When it is received, the ASP system disconn&ct.sthetermineJ,l 
from the central system'a; the completion of the current, print data 
strear.'l. The SIGNOFF card has" the following. format. 

Col. 
1 
/*SIGNOFF 

9. 4 ASP cor-iJ.~ND SUl-1MARY 

Table 9-1 sunun~rj.ze$theASl? commands. 



\D 
I 

;1:00. 

COl.fl\lAND 

11** CALL 
X 

11** CANCEL 
C 

11** DELAY 

D 

11** DISABLE 
II 

11** ENABLE 
N 

11** ERASE 
E 

FREE 
11** INQUIRY 

I 

('" 

PARMiETERS 

.dspname{ • message-text] 

• dsp-namedevice-name 
devi-ce address line-name 
main-processor ... name 
t • message-text] 
• 0 1/4 1/2 1 2 ••• 20 

.-console'-name 

• console-name 

.A • system-name 
• D-dsp-name 
• D=ALL 
blank 

• B .M 
• G= (group-name, ••• ) 
• system-name 
blank 

(\\. 

\':.' 

Table 9-1 
ASP Terminal Comnlands 

COMMENTS 

Call· a dynamic support function into execution. 

.'1' 
i 

cancel a support function. 

Change time interval between messages displayed on graphic 
-consoles. 
A time interval of 00 specified for the 3277 inititatespage mode 

operation. . 
Terminate IIO opeJ;"ations on the specified consol.e. 

Reinitialize I/Ooperations on the specified console. 

Erase contents of graphic display screen and reposition wrsor. 

Terminate all messages queued to this console. 
Display jobs currently on the named Main Processor. 
Display jobs being processed by the designated DSP • 
Display jobs active on the Support Processor • 
Display jobs currently active on all Main processors. 

Display jobs in the Resident Job Queue of Mai~ Processor • 
Display jobs in queue of specified group • 
Display jobs scheduled for specified Main Processor • 
Display backlog of all jobs. 

(\ r\ 

jl" 

/~ 
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I 

VI 

(" 1"'1 

CO~·1MAlID PARAMETERS 

/ /** IUQUIRYI'C .C.A 
(cont.) blank 

• D .A 

/~ 

Table 9-1 (Cont.) 
ASI?'l'enninal Conimands 

(0 '~ 

COMMENTS 

Display status of console buffer pool or the ASP buffer~ol. 
Displ,ay status of ASPl BUFFER POOL AND MINCORE/MARGCORE/CURR 
values. 

.• A= device-name, ••• ) (group-name ••• ) 
Display status of all devices reassigned via *MODIFY ,ASSIGN • 
Display reassignment status of specified Il0 or'RJP terminal 
device or group. 

• D= (device-name, ••• ) 
• L= (line-name, ••• ) ALL 
• T= (terminal-name, ••• ) ALL 
• , (system-name, ••• ,) 
• V=(volune-serial-number, ••• ) 
blank 

J= (job-name, ••• ) .E 

(job-numbe,r, ••• ) blank 

• K 
.K=nn 

.L 

.N 

• 0 

• T= (type, •• :. ) 
blank 

• ID= (net.-id, ••• ) 
.J= (job-name, ••• ) (job-number, ••• ) 

.LIST 

BLANK 

.O=(console-name, ••• ) 

• P=priority .N= nn 10 ALL 
• n=ALL 
blank 

Display status of specified device • 
Display status of named line or all RJP communication lines • 
Display'status of named RJP terminal or all RJP terminals • 
Display status of devices on the named Main processor(s) • 
Display status of device on which specified volume is mounted • 
Display'status of devices On the Support Processor. 

Display programmer estimates for line and card counts for named 
job~ ,. 
Display status of named. job •. 

Display predefined messages for all 3270 program function !eys • 
Display messages for specif~ed key (01-12). ' 

Display type(s)of deadline as defined. in 'DEADLINE card • 
Display all deadline types ,defined to the system. 

Display limited statistics for speci'fied DJC network • 
With ID=, display full statistics for one job in specified 
network. ' , 
WithID=,disp1ay full statistics for all jobs in specified DJC 
NETWORK\ ' , 
Disp1aylirnited statistics for each defined DJC network activem 
the system. " 

Display status of all ASP cdnso1es • 
Display status of specifiedcorisole. 

Display 01'-99 jobs of the specified priority • 
Display all jobs of the specified priority • 
Display 10 jobs of the specified priority. 

I 



\0 
I 

C1'I 

COMMAND 

11** INQUIRY 
(cant. ) 

11** MESSAGE 
Z 

(' 

,Q 

,R 

,S 

,T 

PARAMETERS 

,n=nn 
,D-dsp-name 
,II 
,S 
,C=job-class-name 
,G=job-group-name 
, J=job-nurnber 

,T=device-group-name 

blank 

, dspanme 
, SETUP s 
,J=job-number 
,C=SDEST-console 
blank 

, A 
,U 
,H [,J=job-number] 

,v 
IB 
blank 

,L= line-name ALL ,P 
,L= line-name ALL ,START[,R] 

,console-name 
,destination-class 
,ALL 

,text 

~. 
II 

Table 9-1 (Cant.) 
ASP Terminal Commands 

COMMENTS 

Display nn,IO or all jobs in the ASP queue. 
Display status of all jobs queqed for the named DSP. 
Display jobs in hold status. 
Display amount of space left as track amount and percentage. 
Display jobs of the specified class. The N=parameters applies. 
Display jobs in the specified group. The N=parameter applies. 
Display jobs beginning at the designated job. The N=parameter 
applies. 
Display jobs whose origin was the designated group. The 
N=parameter applies. 
Display status of first 10 jobs in ASP queue. 

Display action messages issued by named DSP. 
Display action messages issued for SETUP. 
Hith SETUP, display Setup messages for named job. 
With SETUP, display Setup messages for named SDEST console. 
Display all outstanding action messages. 

Display jobs in SETUP allocation. 
Display jobs with unavailable setup resources. 
Display jobs currently mounted. Inquiry may be directed to a 
specific job. 
Display jobs waiting to be verified via SETUP. 
Display jobs currently in breakdown. 
Display all jobs currently in SETUP. 

Display the pass\,lord of the designated line (s) • 
Display the errors of the designated liners). R specifies reset 
the errors. 

Send a message (the text) to a specified console. 
Send a message to all consoles in the designated class. 
Send a message to all consoles in the system except DEST=NONE. 

.f\ r--\ ~. 
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-..J 

I~ 

Cm1l-1l;.ND 

/ /** MODIFY itA 
F 

,ACCOUNT 

,C 

,J=jDb-nuMber 

,L,T=type 

,N,ID=netwo.rk-id 

,o,r·l= ON OFF 

,O=cDnso.le-name 

-~ 

,Q 

~ 
I 

/~ .~ ~ 

Table 9-1 (CDnt.) 
ASP Terminal Commands 

.c-' 

PARAMETERS 

,device-name,device-name 
,gro.up-name,group-name,G 

,CAIIDS=NO 
,PUNCH= (PUN) device 

,HIN=nnnK,MARG=nnnK 

III 
,R 
,P=nn 
,e CP 

,PRTY= +n priDrity-number 

, LEAD= nnll nnnnH hhmm 
,PINC= +n prio.irty-number 

IINT= nnll nnnnM hhmm 
,ALL 

, J= (j Db-number, ••• ) 

, I D 
, II R C 

,A= 0 ••• 15 

,ADEST=dest-class 
,DDEST=dest-class 

,P=nn 

, II R 

COHMENTS 

Reassign Dutput for a device to. ano.ther device. 
Reassign o.utput fo.r a group of devices to. ano.ther gro.up. 

Terminate jo.b accounting. 
Switch acco.untingdata Dutput to. the named punch. 

Alter the minimal and marginal free sto.rage amo.unts. 

Withhold the named jo.b fro.m further scheduling. 
Release the named jo.b frDm hDld status. 
Alter the prio.rity Df a jo.b to' the specified level. 
Cancel, Dr cancel ~lith print, the named jDb. 

PriDrity increased by Dr to. this value when lead time 
Dccurs. 
AmDunt Df lead time in hDurs ·o.r minutes Dr actual time. 
PriDrity increased by Dr to. this value at intervals 
specified by INT=. 
Interval Df time at which PINC=is applied. 
Change applies to' jDbs already in system. 

Specifies which jo.bs. in the netwDrk are to' be affected; if 
o.mitted, entire netwDrk is affected. 
NlIOLD CDunt is incremented Dr decremented by Dne. 
JDbs are to be placed iIi DJC hDld, released fDr scheduling, 
Dr cancelled. 

MLOG co.nsole is to be suspended from recei ving Iness~ges cr 
reinstated. 
The level to' which the specified co.nsDle is to. have 
autho.rity (15 is default). 
Add destination to' classes assigned to. cDnsDle. 
Delete destination frDm classes assigned to' console. 

Limits hold Dr release Df ASP jDb queue to' specified 
priority level. 
HDld Dr release entire jDb queue or specified priDrity 
level. 

~~-----.---- ~- ... -- .... -.-.-.. ~-.-.~- ---------------,.------, 
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(Xl 

COl-lMAND 

11** RESTART 
R 

11** SEND 
T 

11** START , s 

11** SWITCH 

,11** VARY 
V 

(\ 

"' 

Table 9-1 (,Cont. ) 
ASP Terminal Commands 

PARAMETERS 

idsp-name 
,device-name 
,device-address 
,main-processor-name 

[ ,message-text] 

,Main-processor-name,OS-console-message 

,dsp-narne 
,device.,.name 
,device-address 
,main-processor-name 

[ ,message-text] 

from-console-naDe,to-console-name 

,(device-name, ••• ) 
,(device-address, ••• ) 
,device-addr - device-addr 
,oontrol unit x 
, namn-processor-name 
,ALL 

/' 

,ONLINE 
,ON [,main-processor-name] 

'", 

,OFFLINE 
,OFF 

r\ ,I~ 

CQr~1ENTS 

Restart a s,upport function. 

Send an OS 'console message' to a lolain Processor. 

Start a suPP?rt function. 

~litchto routing of messages. 

Make units unavailable or return units to availability 
status., 

,1'\ ~ 
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\0 

(' 

C0I4HAHD 

**MODIFY 
(cont. ) 

(~ (\ ~. ~ 
I 

Table 9-1 (Cont.) 
ASP 'L'erminal Conunands 

, SETUP S 

PARAMETERS 

JVU=( T D -serial, T D -
serial, ••• ) 

,VA=( T D -serial, T D -
serial, ••• ) 

,!-1=device-address, system
name[,serial[,ND]] 

,U=device-address,system
naI;1e 

,AL= A H 
J=, j obnumber , V 

, '1'= terminal ALL , H 
,R 

,B=nn 
,JOB= R C 

,T,L= line-name ALL 

,main-processor-nane 

,H 
,R 

IP= password NONE 

, A r-1 SNAPON SNAPOFF 

,SELECT-card keyword= 
value 
, SELECT-card key!"ord 
, SELECT S =job-
selection mode 

,SELALL 
, CLASS C =job-class
naI;1e ON OFF ,ALL] 
, GROUP G =group-name, 

OH OFF [,ALL] 
,G=group-name,INIT=n 

COMl1ENTS 

Tape or disk volume is now unavailable. 

Tape or disk volume is now available. 
Device to reMain nounted until *F,S,U=conunand received. 

Device is to be unloaded and available to further 
allocation. 
Set automatic or manual device allocation. 
Cause specified job to enter verification processing 
immediately. 

Hold subsequent jobs from named terminal from scheduling 
Reset conditions established by H (no further jobs into 
hold) • 
Release specified number of batches from hold. 
Specified action if remote printer is not ready. C=cancel. 
R=reset cancel. 

Hold subsequent jobs from named line. 
Reset condition established by H (no further jobs onto 
hold). 
Assign the specified pass\"ord (a-character max). NONE=no 
passvlOrd. 
A = auto restart. H = reset the auto condition. SNAPON = 
enable SNAP. SNAP0FF = reset SNAP. 

Change the specification on the SELECT card for the mmed 
Main Processor. 
Display the current value of the specified parameter. 

Change the job selection mode for the named Main B:'ocessor. 
Display all job selection parametrs. 
Enable or disable Setup and Main Scheduling for all :pbs in 
naned class. 
Enable or disable Setup and Main Scheduling for all jobs in 
named job class group. 
Assgin n initiators to the named group. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----.~---.-~- .. -
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CHAPTER 10 

DOS/POWER RJE COMPONENTS GENERATION: 
", : .. \. 

The POWER/RJE system generation is d:i-vided into _five J~asic components; 

1. The POWER program generation, 

2. The special BTMOO generation, 

3. The generation of the RJE blocks, 
.... , .... 

4. . The RJEbI6ck name list generation, ,.arid 
. .". : 

. 5. .The useridllst generation •. 

These components must be placed in the· DOS' relocatable -librarY ... prior 
to link-editing the POWER/RJE system. 

The POWER program is generated. by specifying the RJE operand;:! in 
addition'to 'central system requirements in the POWER macro.'· Each 
macro is assembled separately. Note thatn,o embedded blan~s. are 
permitted in any operand or·operand sublist •. 

10.1 BTMOO GENE~TION ," ,"
"",--.-. 

The special BTMOOmay be gener~ted by, a~u'lembling the 
which may not l;ie labeled. R.T.BTMorChas i:\.zo operapds:-

macro. RJBT~100, 

SWITCH'" YES . YES indicates . that: iogic ... fgr S\r! tcijed :networks 
is to be included in· the .. ' BTAM module ~ NO NO 

BSCTEST= . 'YER ," 

NO 

indiqates :that it is not •. _ . 
• ,J. 

YES. specifies. that logic--fot. the BSC on-line 
; terminal· test .. is. to be . included· in the· BT.2\.f\! 
module; NO specifitis 'that- it is l'I.6t~· . 

·A YES·specification 1:.0 bot.h oper.anas causes BTMOD to be. assembled ~ith 
the name' RJBTMOO-, - and witli the cfollo~ing- explicitly declared 
operands: ERLOGIC~~C, BSCTEST=~ES, SWITCH=~ES, CAN~EL=NO, B~CS=YES, 

.DECBEXT=NO,. and ·SEPASHB=YES. In aadition, the RJBTMOO macro causes 
the label "IJLMWAIT to be declared as all external symbol. A NO 
specification to both operandscausesBTMOO to be assembled with the 
same characteristics except ~WITCH=NOandBSCTEST=NO. 

".1 '._ .' _. . " . 

A sample job to generate the speciai' BntOD follows: 

//JOB GENERATE RJE BTMOO. 
". //EXEC ASSEl1BLY . 

. RJBTMOp BSCTEST=NO· . 
END 

./* 
. /&.-



The object deck produced by the 
CATALR statement for placing the 
A sample job to place the object 
follows: 

/ / JOB CATALOG RJE BmOn 
/IEXEC HArm' 

assembler will contain the proper 
RJE BTHOD in the relocatable library. 
deck into the relocatable library 

punched output from RJBTMOD assembly 
/* 
/& 

10.2 RJE BLOCK GENERATION 

cuu is the line address at the central installation 

type specifies the terminal type 

Example: 

D0302780 is the RJE blockname when the line address is 030 and the 
terminal type is 2780. 

The RJE system dynamically determines whether a 2770 or 2780 is being 
used and if the MRT (2780) or Buffer Expansion (2770) feature is 
available. As a result, an RJE block generated for a 2770 may be used 
for a 2780 terminal or a 2780 RJE block for a 2770 terminal. 

During ~TE task initiation, the DTFBT will be assigned a logical unit 
number by the POWER system and LUB will be dynamically assigned to the 
PUB representing the specified line. Therefore, DOS ASSGN statements 
are not required and line groups are not permitted. 

( 

The RJE block is generated by assembling the macro RJEBLK, which may ( 
not be labeled. RJEBLK is specified with the following operands: 

CHAN = cuu 

SWITCH = YES 
NO 

DEVICE = 2780 

TERMTST = YES 
NO 

cuu is the line 
installation and 
numeric characters. 

address at central 
is specified as three 

YES indicates the terminal is on a switched 
line. NO indicates the terminal is on a 
leased line. 

DEVICE specifies the type of terminal the RJE 
block is to support. This parameter has no 
meaning for switehed lines. 

YES specifies that the DTFBT will contain the 
test activation code facility in determining 
if a test request has been made. 
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The following RJEBLK operands are required for completion of the DTFBT 
in tl1e RJEBLK. (See Basic Telecommunications Access Method for 
inforJllationregarding these parameters .. > 

CU = 2701 
2703 

as specified for the DTFBT 

4 
MODELST = 5 

6 
7 

(see note below) 

RETRY = 7 
n 

as specified for the DTFBT. n may be 
any number from 0 through 15. 

Each RJE block must be assembled separately to avoid duplicate labels. 

A sample assembly job follows: 

IIJOB ASSEMBLE JOB BLOCK FOR 023,2780 
IIEXEC ASSEHBLY 

RJEBLK CHAN=O 2 3, SWITCH=NO , MODELS'l'= (4) 
END 

1* 
/& 

The object deck which contains the proper CATALR and pha~e statements 
may be link-edited and catalogued using the following job: 

I/JOB LINK D0232780 
IIOPTION CATAL 

INCLUDE 

punched output from RJEBLK assembly 

1* 
//EXEC LNKEDT 
/& 

NOTE 

Each RJEBLK must 
separately. The two 
RJBTMOD and IJLBTIH 
when the RJEBLK j s 
startup. 

10.3 RJE BLOCK NAME LIST GENERATION 

be linkedited 
unresolved EXTRN's 
will be resolved 
initiated at task 

TheRJE block name must contain the name of each R.TE block to be used. 
It is generated by assernblingthe macro RJBLF;LST,·which may not be 
labeled. RJBLKLST is specified with the following operands: 

BNLSTn = (blocknar1e [,blocknarne,blockname, ••• ,1Jlocknamt:=!]) 
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blockname is the a-character name generated for each RJE bloqk 
and n is a numeric character from 1 through a, for 
exaMple, B!.JLSTl, BNLST3, etc. The BNLSTn parameter may 
be specified in any order. (Blocmarne format is 
Dcuu27aO.) 

See "R,J:S Block Generation (Section 10.11.2) for the 
exact forro.at of the RJE block name. The maxiI!\UI'l number 
of block names per parameter is 14. The maximum number 
of block names i~ 100. At least one BNLSTn parameter 
must be specified. If only one block name is 
specified, the parentheses are optional. 

Each entry in the RJE block list will generate an 
exteJ:."nal reference to the Sl~cified RJE block. If the 
external reference is not resolved by the linkage 
editor, no attenpt will be made to load that RJE block 
during initiation of an RJE task requ~r~ng that RJE 
block. Duplicate RJE block names are not checked. 
only the. first of duplicate names is used during POWER' 
program execution. 

An example of a job to assemble an RJBKLST follows: 

II JOB .1\SSEHBLERJBL1<I.ST NAMES 
IIEXEC ASSEHRLY 

RJBLKI.ST BNLSTl= (00312770) ,BNLST5= (D0312780 ,D0332780), x 
BNLST4=(D0302780,D0322780,D0342780) 

END 
1* 
/& 

The object deck product~d 
proper C1\'l'ALR statement 
library: 

by assembling RJBLKLST will contain the 
for placing the RJBLKLST in the relocatable 

II JOB CATALOG R.TE BLOCK NA1'1ES 
IIEXEC MAINT. 

pWlched output for RJBLKLST asse~bly 

1* 
1& 

10.4 USERID LIST GENERATION 

The userid list contains the user identification for all valid RJE 
users. Termids are also cont.ained in this list. Termids and userids 
are not distinguished in the list. The userid list is gen,erated by 
asseMblir.'J the macro RJUSERS, '.vhich may not be labeled. RJUSERS is 
apecified ~..,ith the fo1lm·Jing operands: 

LISTn = (userid [ , userid, u!::;erid, ••. , userid] ) 
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where 

n is a numeric character from 1 through 8, for example, 
LIST2, LIST4, etc. 

userid may be from 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters; embedded 
blanks are not permitted. Use of "ALL" or "AJJLUSERS" 
as a userid is not permitted. 

The number of userids specified in a LISTn ka~",ord 
pa,rameter sublist is determined by the nos asser:1hler 
restriction of 128 characters per subliRt. Tho number 
of ch.aracters includes parenthesos and CO:MMas. The 
maximum number of uscrids is 100 per RJUSERS 
generation. Duplicate userids ''''ill not be checked, and 
only the first of duplicate userids ,,,,ill be used durin'] 
POHER program execution. 

The LIS'J.'n keY'",ord parameters lrtay be specified in any 
. order. At least one LISTN key~·,ord parameter must be 
specified. 

An example of a job to assemble a user list follmrs: 

IIJOB ASSEHBI,E LIST OF VALID RJE USERS 
IIEXr.:C ASSENBLY 

RJUSERS LIST1= (NE~'1YORK,CHICAG(),TULSA,ATLANTA, 
LISTS= (PAYROLL, TJI.XDEPT, ENGR) , 

END 
I'll 
1& 

LIST7= (SALE8,HQ,FINAr'TCE,DP) , 
LIST8=(WARElIS1,Wi.\REHS2,NAREHS3), 
LIST3=(DISTl,DIST2,DIST3,DIST4) 

x 
X 
X 

X 

The object deck produced by assembling RJUSERS will contain the proper 
CATALRstatel'lent for placing the RJUSERS in the relocatable library: 

I I JOB CATAIl')G RJtJSERS 
IIEXECHAIUT 

punched output from RJUSERS asseMbly 
I'll 
1& 
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CH",\P'1'ER 11 

2780 RCS OPERATION WITH DOS/PO\\lBR RJE 

11.1 NORHJ'\L OPE:r,Nl'IONS 

This chaptf>-r pJ:'ovides the informution necessary to. cperate 
2780/DOS 2780 ReS EAP 'with DOS/PO\'iF..R RJE. Fcr additicnal 
Sf!e the IBHmanual, POWER II/RJE: Prcgram Descripticn and 
Hanual (Program HUI'lber 360D-O.5-2.006.GH20-076l-l). 

11.1.1 Transmitting Input 

the COMTEX 
infcmaticn 
Operaticns 

Afterpewering up the 2780' RCS~,accerding to.. precedures in the 2780RCS 
Operater's Hanual, an RJ.START card is . placed in the 'card reader • . A 
LOGOn card and input fo1lo.'V1 the RJS'l'ART. 

When the input has been placed in the reader, the mede switch is 
set to. "J;!:BCDIC" er "EBCDIC transparent", and.theprinter sheuld be 
readied. If the cennectien is via a switched line, the number must be 
dialed at this time. Aft!i!lr the line ccnnecticn is made, the start. key 
must be pressed to. transmit the data • , 

1l.l'~ 2. Discontinuing Output 

Output in prcgress may be' disccntinued at any .' time by. typing TER..'1. 
J\.fter 'output has been discentinued, the central system will write a 
message, and read a card. If this card is net a CONTINUE ccmmand the 
central systE."I'1 will flush the reader and 'Vlri te a message stating that 
the job stream has been flushed. The CONTInUE command allows six 
options, so. that disccntinued output may be: 

1':', Restarted frem 'the begiiming-. " 

2. Continueq.with th~ output Cl-,ata blcickccntaining the last 
",plock transmitted. 

3. Deleted by the NO option specified in 'the CONTINUE cenunand. 
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4. Held in the output queue until requested via an OUTPUT 
conunand. 

5. Placed in the o.utput queu@. and printed or punched at a local 
output terminal. 

6. Restarted from a 
interrupted page 
only) • 

11.2 SPECIAL FOFU1S OUTPUT 

page back\-Tard or fonTard from the 
or from the beginning of the job (print 

Output requiring special fo:o;ns or cards is automatically held by the 
central system before it is transmitted, and a message giving the 
required form or cardnurnber is sent from the central system" to . the 
2780 RCS. Specialforns requests are Part of JECL statements. 

': c. " 

11.2.1 Printer 
.. '-

For printed output, the reql,lirad forms must be placed in the printer 
and a CONTINUE conunand must be transmitted from the 2780 RCSreader. 
Upon recEilipt of ti~is cornrlClnd the central systelQ transmi t8 the -output'. 

11.3 pREPARING 110RE INPUT 

~lliile output is being written Qnthe printer, the operator. may load 
and ready the reader to send more input. Since the 2780RCSterminal; 
is already in the processing state, no P,,:/S'l'l-\RT cOJl1I!1and is submitted. 
Unless the terminal is in the active state, or unless the terminal is 
in the processing state and a new user desires access to the system, 
no LOGON command is required. Nhan the output t,o the printer 1$ 
finished, the 2780 RCS may send input. The 'reader lnusthe readied 
within approxiMately 28 seconds * the RETRYgeneratiqn option to 
prevent the. centra.1 system from disconnec;:ting the line. 

11 .4 ERROR. RECOVERY PROCEDtJRJ:t~S . 

In general" the detection of any perI!lanent line I/O error at the 
central system will cause the terminal to be disconn8cted. Hhen this 
happens, the line connection must be rt.1establishe<i (for. a switched 
line) and the RJSTART and LOGONtonmands tIUS"!:; be resulnni tted along 
,'lith the last unacknowledged input. Input is acknml1edge<i in response 
to tile STATUS com.'1l<md~_ other errors and their associated recovery 
procedures are describedbelou.· . 
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11 .5 READ OR NRITE TIl-IE-OUT RETRY Cl.Pl\.BILITIES 

lfuen a 2780 Res stops transmitting input for any reason (for example, 
all input transMitted, card jam, etc.),atiMe,,;,outoccurs after 28 
seconds have elapsed. The system ... ,ill retry the read operation for 
the nu$cr -of retries specified ih the . RETRY .. ' gen~rati6n option 
feature. The default is six:r.etries· (approximcitely 180 seconds)_ 

Hhen the printer on a 2780 is not ready, a three-second time-out 
occurs. The system retries the ope:r.ation. RETRY. * lPtimes. The 
default is 60 t.imes (180 seconds). If no further' transmission occurs 
in either direction during this period, the user session is 
terminated, the terminal enters the inactive state, the user must 
reestablish the connection (for a s\ .... itched line), and an RJSTART card 
mUt:lt 1.>e transmitted to resume RJE activity. .. . .... .' 

11. 6 FAILURE DURInG INPUT 

When. the 2780 RCS'cardreader fails (jains, etc~),the condition should 
be corrected and the card reader and printer' brought to ready status .• 
Recover.y must be made within approximately "RETR~t • 28 seconds . for 
input to be resumed according to the error recovery proqedures defined 
in the 2780 RCS rr.anual'., lithe number of 2Bsecond tixneouts required. 
to ready ·the 'reader ;exceeds RETRy·'on a s,;'1itched l'ine, the l,1ser must. 
redial. ,A RJSTARTand' a LOGONconrnand are required to res tune . ::l.nput 
operations, and all unacknowledged input must heres~mitted. ..' 

11.6.1 Input Stream Flushed 

lfuen an error causes the central system to flush the' "entire input 
stream being transmitted from the terminal, one of, the following 
messages will be returned to the 2780 RCS:,' 

INVALID/HISSING TERMID/USERID 

INVALID RJE t'1ORK STATION COH.!:IAND 

Il-.'VALID RJE "tmRK STATION CG~tk.'ID - NO USER LOGGED ON 

Tl-VO userid USERS ARE ALREADY LOGGED ON' 

If a CONTINUE corunand is not l.-ead in response to ' the following 
nassages·, the central . system will flush the entire' inputstreiUll being 
tra!lsmitted for the terminal: . 

CARD FO~tS formaid' NEEDED FOR JOB jobname - CONTINuE COl-1r1AND 
REQUIRED 

. conTINUE. COMMAND REQUIRED FOR PRINT}!;R 

PRINT FOPJ.1S formsid ~EEDED FOR JOB Jobname-· CONTINUE CmiMAND 
REQUIRED 

In addition, after a job stream has been flushed, the following 
message i'lill be printed at the 2780 Res: 
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JOB ,~TREAMFLUSnED , 

The recovery,procedu~esforeach of ~esemessages are described in 
the section"~lessages, to the Remote Termina.l Operator" . (Section 10.9). 

11':7 . FAILURE WijILERECEIVING OUTPUT 

11.7. r unit FaillU'e 

When the printer or punch fails, the condition should be corrected. 
If the problem can be corrected and the 2780 RCS can be brought to 
ready status within RETRY * 30 seconds, a CONTINUE command may be 
transmitted, and the output will resume according to the option 
specified in the CONTINUE command. If the RETRY· count is exhausted 
before recovery can be made, the connection must be reestablished and 
an RJSTART command must. be ,transmitted. The interrupted data can then 
be, tl;'ansmitted from the point.of interruption. If the failure causes 
an,uprecoverable error, the output il!! placed in the hold state. Output 
in the •. hold .' state may. be . returned to the te:rminal user or may be 
processed at the centr.al·system. The't;erminal user must auhmit an 
OUTPUT command to retrieve. the output. The central system operator 
may use the 0 (OUTPUT) command to change the designation of the output 
from a remote to a local device. 

11. 7.2 Carriage Control Limitation 

The range of carriage control functions for the2780RCS is less than 
that provided for local printers. Specifically, the 2780 RCS does not 
provide skips past channel 8, nor space suppression. When the 2780 
RCS is used for remote output, these carriage control functions should 
be avoided. 

11.7.3 Central Failure 

Iif tlle centra,l system fails while output is. in progress, the terMinal 
is.placec\ in .an in.active status. When the central system comes back 
online, submit an R.TSTART command followed by a LOGON cOI!U!\and,and 
retrieve the output, using an OUTPUT command. If the central system 
fails ~lhile, input, is in progress, the terminal, is placed in an 
inactive status. The terminal operator Should begin the interrupted 
user session with a STATUS command to obtain ackn~Tledgment of jobs 
entered prior to the central system failure. When a failure occurs, 
the central system will attempt to notify the terminal by sending the 
message "ABNORMAL CENTRAL. S}lUTDOWli". 
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11 .8 RECOM1·!ENDED OPERATING SUGGESTIONS 

TO minimize the recovery effort-inca.se of an error, the following 
prqced'lires are recommended to the 2780 ReS'operator: 

1. The RJSTART and LOGON commands maybe sUbmitted separately to 
ensure that they are correct. 

2. Job input strea.msshould be limited to a few jobs in order to 
reduce the .number that must be < res tibmitted in case of an 
input error tha.t requires the central. system to· flush the 
entire input stream. The RJEsystem will acknowledge job 
entries only in response to a<STATUS cOrnlnand. 

3. Remote Job Entry operations on the 2780 RCS may be in 
"EBCDIC" or "EBCDIC transparency" mode. 

4. Unattended 2780 RCS operation is not recommended. The 
operator must correct' an inputfail.ure . (card jam, etc.) 
within RETRY * 30 seconds or the entire job must be 
resUbmitted. 

11 .9 MESSAGES TO THE REMOTE TERMINAL OPERATOR 

Messages are returned to -the terminal operator when an invalid command 
has been detected, in response to the broadcast- function, in response 
to the status function, and when intervention-required or line 
propl~s have been detected.. Messages referring to invalid terminal 
commandf,S will return columns 73-80 of the commanda.s part of the 
diaqriosticmessage. 

The messages are listed below in alphabetical order. 

ll.9.1ASNORMAL CENTRAL SHUTDOWN 

CaUf,Se: . 

Action: 

While the terminal was in the active or processing state, 
the central installa.tionoperator issued a stop command to 
the RJE task. If the RJE task was processing job output, 
the output is preserved in the output queue. If the RJE 
task was processing input, the job entry must be 
retransmitted. 

The terminal operator must wait until the central system is 
active before attempting to attach the terminal to the RJE 
system. 

Default:. None. 

11.9.2 BROADCAST MESSAGES FOR termid 
userid 

termid 
user:1.d depends upon the requester and the terminal status~ 
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Cause; This message appears as the heading of a list . qf . ,broadoast .. 
messages requested by the terminal.operatorin the,RJS'l'AaT 
command or the BRDCSTR command. . 

Action: The messages will be printed after the .headtng.·and will 
contain four fields: First, the originator of the message. 
If the 1UE!Issage originates at the central system, CENT SYS 
will be indicated. Second, the date at the central system 
when the message was placed in the ·RJE ,message queue. 
Third, the time.at the central'systemwhen the message was 
placed in the RJE message queue. Fourth, the ~ssage text. 

Default: None. 

11.9.3 

Cause: 

CONTINUE COMMAND J;S REQUIRED FOR printer 
punch 

, ." ~ ... ' 

A CONTINUE command is required to reactivate the 
The appropriate operand depends on terminal 
considerations. 

RJE task. 
operation 

Action: See the description of the CONTINUE command, under nTe:rminal 
Commands· (Section 10.10.1.6) for the operandoption/3;.,.and,. 
reply with a CONTINUE command. 

Default: The RJE task is placed in the wait state until a response .. :tQ 
this message is received. A significant delay·il)resp~nding· 
may cause a time-out condition in the telecommunications 
system. 

11.9.4 DELETE xxyyy, zzzzzzzz SUCCESSFUL 

xx = BG 
F2 

yyy = RDR 
PRT 
PUN 

zzzzzzzz = jobname 
1\LL 

Cause: The requested delete function was executed successfully. 

Action: None. 

Default,: None. 

11.9.5 EOT NOT EXPECTED 

Cause: An EOT signal or intervention-required signal from the 
te:rminal reader was received prior to receipt of the end of 
the job entry in proc...ess. The terminal state is preserveci. 

Action: Refill and activate terminal reader with more RJE input. 

Default: The RJE task is placed in the wait state until the terminal 
reader is activated. A significant delay in activating the 
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reader may cause a time-out condition in the 
telecommunications system. If a time-outdoes occur, the 
job entry in process must be retransmitted. The STATUS 
command should be used to acknowledge previous job entries. 

11.9.6 EXCEEDS AAAA PAGES OF JOB - CONTINUE COMMAND IS REQUIRED 

Cause: 

Action: 

Default: 

aaaa = nu~~er of printed pages in the current job 

The terminal operator specified a page count greater than 
the last page of the job being processed when u$ing the 
PAGE, count option of the CONTINUE terminal command. 

See the description of the CONTINUE command under "Terminal 
Commands" (Section 10.10.1.6) for the operand options and 
reply with a CONTINUE command. 

The RJE task is placed in the wait state until one of 
action options is selected. A significant delay 
responding may cal,lse a time-out . condition. in 
telecommunications system. 

the 
in 

the 

11.9.7 INTERVENTION REQUIRED ON READER 

Cause: An end-of-file condition at the terminal reader was detected 
by the RJE system before detection of.the end of the job 
entry in process. 

Action: Refill the terminal reader with the balance of 
entry, ot.~er job entries, and terminal commands~ 
reader to begin transmission. 

the job 
Ready the 

Default: The RJE task is placed in the wait state until a response to 
this message is received. A significant delay in responding 
may cause a time-out condition in the telecommunications 
system.· If a time-out does occur,thejob entry in process 
must be retransmitted. The STATUS command should be used to 
acknowledge job entries. 

11,9.8 INVALID RJ DELETE COMMAND sequence-field 

Cause: A DELETE command was incorrect. 

Action: Resubmit.a corrected DELETE command. 

Default: None. 
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11.9.9 INVAL!DRJ MSGR CO~NDsequence-fie1d 

Cause: A MSGl\ command was incol:'rect .. 

Action: 'Resubmit a'cor;ected MSGR,command. 

Default:: , None.'" 

11.9.10 INVALID RAT OUTPUT COMMAND sequence-field 

Cause: An OUTPUT command was incorrect. 

Action:' Res1Jbrn1t a"co!;,rected OUTPUT command. 

Default: None. 

11.9.11 INVALID RJ STATUS COMMAND sequence-field 

Cause; A STATUS command was incorrect. 

Action: Resubmit a corrected STATUS command. 

Default: None. 

1l.9 .12 INVALID RJE WORK STATION COMMAND sequence-field 

Cause: The terminal command, indicated by the sequence field in the 
command, was not valid. This message may apply to any 
terminal command which is invalid. Input fJ::'om the teJ::'minal 
card reade'r is flushed. TPt3', teJ::'minalstate is preserved. 

Action: 1. The invalid command should be corrected. The corrected 
C9mMand ,and the input following the invalid command 
should be resubmitted. 

2., If the terminal was in the active OJ::' processing state, 
an RJEND command may be transr.ti tted t.o, detach the 
tE!rminal. 

Default: The RJE task is placed in the wait state until thE!! terminal 
reader is activated. A significant delay in activating the 
reader may cause a time-out condition in the 
teleCOmMunications system. 

11. 9.13 INVA:LID RJE WORK STATION COMMAND ..;;, NO USER LOGGED ON 
sequence-field 

Cause: A terminal command, indicated by the sequence field in the 
command, was transmitted which may be received only when a 
user is logged on. The input stream is flushed. The 
terminal remains in the active state. 
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Action: 1. A valid LOGON command must be transmitted preceding the 
invalid command. All input beginning with the invalid 
cOmMand should be retransmitted. 

2. An RJEND command may be transmitted to detach the 
terminal. 

Default: The RJE task is placed in the wait state until the reader is 
activated. A significant delay in activating the reader may 
cause a time-out condition in the telecomm~~ications system. 

11.9.14 INVALID/MISSING TERMID/USERID sequence-field 

Cause: 

Action: 

The RJSTART or LOGON command indicated by the sequence field 
of the cor.unand did not contain the proper identification. 
The input stream is flushed. The terminal is preserved. 

1. The invalid RJSTART or LOGON should be corrected. The 
corrected command and all input following it should be 
resubmitted. 

2. If the command was a LOGON command, an RJEND command may 
be used to detach the terminal." 

Default: Tne ME task is placed in the wait state until the terminal 
reader is activated. A significant delay in activating the 
reader nay cause a· time-out condition in the 
telecommunications system. 

11. 9.15 JOB jobname NOT FOUND sequence-field 

Cause: A DELETE, OUTPUT, or STATUS command referenced a job entry 
by nane which was not found in the queue or queues 
specified. This message provides infOrMation to the 
operator. 

Action: None. 

nefault: None. 

11.9.16 JOB STREAM FLUSHED 

Cause: 

Action: 

This message is printed after a job stream has been flushed 
due to detection of an incorrect or invalid terminal 
command. 

Perform the action requested by the 
preceding this message. 

message printed 

Default: The RJE task is placed in the wait state until the terminal 
reader is activated. A significant delay in activating the 

reader may cause a timeout condition in the 
teleco:l'ullunications system. 
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11.9.17 NO BROADCAST MESSAGES FOR userid 

userid 

Cause: 

Action: 

maybe the current termid instead, d~pendingiupon"the." 
terJllinal status. 

In response to a request for broadcast messages, the RJE 
task determined that there were no messages (general or 
specific) for the userid element in the RJE message queue. 

None. 

Defaul t : None • -

11.9.18 . NO OUTPUT. ~ITING 

This message is returned in response to a request for output 
via the OUTPUT command. No outpl,ltfor the user logged on 
was found in any of the output queues,' or. the output is 
either to be processed at the central installation or it is 
being processed by another·RJE·task which has the SaMe user 
logged on. After this message is print.ed, the.RJEtaskwil1 
continue reading from the terminal card reader. 

Action: The user may verify this message by using the STATUS COmMand 
for the appropriate output queues. Otherwise, no action is 
required. 

Default: None. 

11.9.19 PRINT FORMS formsid NEEDED FOR JOB jobnaMe -CONTINUE COMMAND 
REQUIRED 

formsid requested form identification 

jobname job entry name 

Cause: 

Action: 

The formsid for the print output does not agree with the 
formsid used for the previous print output at this terminal. 
The RJSTART command resets the print and punch output 
formsid to the system default, blanks. .Therefore, .the first 
output processed after the RJSTART cor~and will cause the 
above message to occur if a nonblank formsid had been 
specified in the PRT JECL statement. The RJE task will wait 
for the appropriate .CONTINUE. command .. option before-
processing the job output. . 

See the description of the CONTINUE command under· "Terminal 
Commands" for the operand options , and reply·with.a CONTINUE 
command. " 
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Default: The RJE task is placed in 'the wait state until one of 
action options is selected. A significant delay 
responding may cause a time-out. condition in 
telecommunications system. 

the 
in 

the 

11 • 9 • 2 a RJEND PROCESSED 

Cause: An RJEND command was received and the terminal has been 
detached fro~ the RJE systen. An RJSTART command is 
required to attach the terminal to the RJE system again. 

Action: None. 

Default: None. 

11. 9.21 RJ STATUS DISCONTINUED 

Cause: A terminal I/O error was detected while printing STATUS 
message. The RJE task must free the Qfilefor use by other 
tasks. 

Action: Resubmit the STATUS command. 

Default: None. 

11.9.22 STATUS OF queue QUEUE FOR USER userid 

queue is specified in xxyyy format, where 

lWR 
xx = BG y).ry = PRT 

F2 PUN 

userid is userid for user requesting status information. 

Cause: In response to,a.request for status .information via the 
STATUS command, the message above is written as the first 
line of the status report. 

Action: The second heading is: 

RDR 
JOB NAME NUMBER PR COUNT PRT 

PUN 

The first line following the second heading is as follows: 

This message contains five fields, ,.,hich report the 
status of the job entry named in the message. The 
first field is the name of the job entry. The second 
field is the number assigned to the job entry when it 
was logged into the POWER system. The third field is 
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Default: 

the priority number of the job entry in the specified 
qUeue. The fourth field is the count of input or 
output records for the job entry in the specified 
queue. The fifth, is the hold status of the job entry 
for the specified queueo The reader queue hold status 
is H if the job is held or D if it is not held. The 
print queue and punch queue hold status is W if the 
output is held or to be held, R if the job entry output 
is to be returned to the terminal, or D if the 
disposition of the job output is neither W nor R. 

None. 

11.9.23 TWO userid USERS ARE ALREADY LOGGED ON sequence-field 

Cause: There may be no more than two users with the 
logged on the RJE system at one time. The 
indicated by sequence field of the command has 
restriction. The input stream is flushed. 
state is preserved. 

same userid 
LOGON command 
exceeded this 

The terminal 

Action: 1. Items to be processeo. for the userid indicated in the 
message should be removed from the input stream. The 
balance of the input stream should be transmitted. 

2. An RJEND command may be used to detach the terminal. 

Default: The RJE task is placed in the wait state until the terminal 
reader is activated. A significant delay in activating the 
reader may cause a time-out condition in the 
telecommunications system. 

11. 9.24 USERID/TERMID NOT IN DIRECTORY 

Cause: While responding to the request for broadcast messages, the 
RJE task determined that the userid/termid is not in the RJE 
message queue directory. This omission does not deny the 
userid/termid any general message. However, there cannot 
exist any messages sent to the current user's attention 
only. This omission results from changes to the userid list 
since the RJE message was created. 

Action: None. 

Default: None. 

1l.9.25 xxyyy QUEUE. IS EMPTY 

queue is specified in xxyyy format, where: 

xx= 
BE 
F2 yyy = 
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Cause: A DELETE or STATUS command referenced a queue which had no 
job entries lor· the current remote user. This message 
provides operator information only. . 

Action: None. 

Default: None. 

11.10 DOS/POWER TERMINAL COMMANDS 

Command statements provide a convenient means of requesting RJE system 
facilities for the remote environment. Terminal commands allow users 
at the remote terminal to communicate with the RJE system and request 
RJE facilities. 

Terminal commands must not be included within a job entry. Since 
collection of the job entry stops only when an * $$ EOJ or /& 
statement is encountered, terminal commands may be placed between job 
entries only. 

The command statement is entered through the terminal reader 
punched card. The format of the statement consists 
identification field, operation field, operand field,comrnents 
and sequence field. 

via a 
of an 
field, 

The identification field contains characters which identify the 
statement as a terminal command. The characters -- asterisk, blank, 
period, period (* •• ) -- are placed in column 1 through 4. 

The operation field defines the function to be performed. This field 
must be preceded by one or more blanks. The operation field is 
terminated by a blank. 

The operand field, if required, contains one or. more positional 
parameters of information separated by commas. Positional parameters 
are described as values for which information must be substituted and 
must be declared in a specific order. The operand field has no fixed 
length. A blank terminates the operand field, therefore, none of its 
Parameters may contain blanks. A single exception is the operand of 
the MSGR command, where blanks may appear as part of the message text. 
If trailing parameters are omitted, trailing commas may be omitted 
also. If the statement contains a comments field and the operand 
field is omitted, the omitted operand field is indicated by a comma 
preceded and followed by blanks. See example 4 of "The JOB Statement" 
for an illustration of an omitted operand field. 

The sequence field contains up to eight characters of optional 
information used for statement identification. The sequence field is 
positionally dependent and must be coded in the last eight columns 
(73-80) of the terminal command. Column 72 is reserved and may not be 
used. Terminal commands may not be continued. 

Use of the sequence field becomes especially useful in RJE, since a 
number of similar commands may be submitted from the terminal. RJE 
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returns the sequence field in all response and diagnostics for 
terminal command statements. The sequence field correlates the 
statement entered with the response received. With the use of the 
sequence field, therefore, the" user can, easill" detepnine which 
statement is addressed by'each response. 

Columns 
1-4 

* 

Columns 
6-71 

Operation Operand 

Comments 'and 
optional. 

NOTE 

sequence 

11.10.1 Function of Terminal Commands 

comments 

fields 

Columns 
73-80 

Sequence, 

are 

The commands available to RJE users and ope~ators at remote terminals 
provide a number of capabilities: 

1. Commands used to define the state of the terminal: 

RJSTART 
RJEND 
LOGON 
LOGOFF 

2. Commands used to manipulate job entries and associated 
output: 

OUTPUT 
CONTINUE 
DELETE 

3. Commands used to provide job and system information: _' 

STATUS 
BRDCSTR 

4. Command used to communicate with central system operator: 

MSGR 
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The RJSTART command is accepted only when the 
inactive state. The LOGON and RJEND commands 
terminal is in the active orprocessinq state. 
commands are accepted only when the terminal 
state. 

terminal is in the 
areagcepted when the 
All" other terminal· 
is in the processing 

A complete description of the terminal commands and their operands 
follows. These commands are summarized in Figure lO-l~ 

10 Operation 

* . '. RJSTART·; 

* RJEND· 

* LOGON 

* LOGOFF 

* OUTPUT 

* . CONTINUE 

* DELETE 

* STATUS 

Operand 

termid[,BRDCST] , 

(no operand) 

'.'r, _ 

userid 

(no operand) 

jobname[,jobnumber] 
ALL 
AU"USERS 

BEGIN 
NO 

. HOLD 
LOCAL 
PAGE [;:countl 

-., : 

queue, jobname[,jobnumber] 
ALL 

jobname [, jObnUIPber] 
queue, HOLD 
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* BRDcS'l'R (no operand) 

* H, 'text' ... : 

<F igure 10 ... 1. 
Summary of Terxnlnal Commands 

11.10.1.1 RJSTART - Attach a Terminal to RJE System 

The RJSTART cOJnJnand logically attaches a terminal to the RJE system. 
The RJSTART command must be the first statement received from an 
inactive terminal (one not currentiy attached to the systel'l). This 
command identifies the terminal to RJE. It also allows the terminal 
to request broadcast messages before continuing RJE processing. 
Communication proceeds between the central system and the terminal 
after a valid RJSTART command is received. Once the terminal is 
logically attached, users may gain access to the central system by 
logging on at the terminal. 

10 

* 

ter.mid: 

BRDCST 

Operation Operand 

RJSTART termid [,BRDCST] 

specifies the name of the terminal which isecontained in the 
list of valid u$er· identifications when the system ,.,as 
generated.' .It Jl.l8.Y cc;:msist of from one to eight alphanumeric 
(alphabetic and numeric) characters. If the terI'lid 
specified is not recogniaed as a valid naMe, RJE rejects the 
command, and a corrected staternentmust be submitted • 

. specifies that a copy ~f . the broadcast messages for the 
specified termid is desired before the terminal continues 
RJE processing. Messages for the specified termd.d are 
deleted after a copy is printed at the reInote terminal. If 
this parameter is omitted, no messages will be broadcast at 
this tune. 
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NOTE 

The RJSTART command must be the first 
statement submitted at an inactive 
terminal.· If the terminal desires to 
resume RJE activity after it has been 
logically detached from the system 
(after an RJEND command or a system 
failure), it must resubmit theRJSTART 
command. 

11.10.1.2 RJEND -- Detach a Terminal from the RJE System 

The RJEND command allows an RJE user to logically detach his terminal 
frOM the system. No job output is returned to the terminal after the 
RJEND command is received. The last message sent to the terminal 
indicates that the RJEND command was received and that the terminal is 
now logically detached from the system. 

If the terminal is connected to the central system via a switched 
connection, the connection is broken. To ensure successful 
termination, the operator should not take his terminal offline before 
he has received the message indicating that the RJEND command was 
accepted. No further communication occurs until the terminal resumes 
RJE activity with an RJSTART command. 

ID Operation Operand 

* RJEND (no operand) 

11.10.1.3 LOGON -- Begin a Session in R<TE 

A user at a terninal logically attached to the RJE system issues a 
LOGON command to start his session. The command identifies the user 
to RJE and allows him access to the system. By checking the userid in 
the LOGON command, RJE guarantees that only valid users can submit 
input or request output from the systeM. The LOGON command remains in 
effect until another LOGON, a LOGOFF, or an RJEND command is issued. 

ID Operation Operand 

* LOGON userid 
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userid: specifies the. name assigned to the user by the installation. 
If the userid specified in this parameter is not valid, RJE 
rejects the command, and a corrected statement must be 
submitted. l-lhenever a terminal user begins a session, a 
message will appear on the central site operator's console 
identifying the user and time logged on. 

NOTE 

Only the LOGON command or the RJENO 
command may follow the RJSTART command. 

Programmer's Note 

A user may be logged on two terminals at 
one time to permit the user of one line 
for input and another line for output; 
two lines for output, or two lines for 
input. 

11.10.1.4 LOGOFF -- End a Session 

With the LOGOFF command, the user indicates that he has completed his 
session. After rece~v~ng a LOGOFF command, RJE refuses job entries 
from the terminal until another LOGON command is submitted. Output to 
be returned to a user may be returned only during the user session. 
Whenever a terminal user ends a session, a message will appear on the 
central site operator's console identifying the user and time logged 
off. 

10 

'" 

Operation Operand 

LOGOFF (no operand) 

NOTE 

If the central system receives a valid 
LOGON command from a terminal with a 
session in progress, the central system 
logs off the current uaer and logs on 
the user identified in the LOGON 
command. If the central system receives 
an RJENO command from a terminal with a 
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session in progress, it logs off the 
user and logically detaches the 
terminal. In this manner, the terminal 
operator may omit the LOGOFF command 
when changing user sessions or detaching 
the terminal. 

11.10.1.5 OUTPUT -- Request Job output 

Deferred job output is retrieved with the 6UTPUT command. If the user 
is a valid recipient and output is not deferred, RJE returnS the 
output to the user and an output card is not necessary. If the job is 
not complete when its output is requested, the job will not be in the 
output queues and RJE returns a message indicating the job is not 
found. The OUTPUT command must be resubmitted after the job has 
completed. The OUTPUT command provides capabilities: 

1. The user may request (in a specific request) the deferred 
output of a specific job in the system which contains this 
use rid or identified as ALLUSERS. 

2. The user may request (in a major request) all deferred output 
which contains his use rid or identified as ALLUSERS. 

If the user is not a valid recipient of the output, a JOB NOT FOUND or 
NO OUTPUT WAITING message is returned. If output of a job that is not 
in the system is requested, the same messages are t:'eturned to the 
user. 

This command may be used only during a user session. 

ID Operation 

* OUTPUT 

Operand 

jobname[,jobnumber) 
ALL 
ALLUSERS 

jobname: indicates that the request 
named in the parameter 
~eceives the output if he 
named as a valid recipient 

is for the output of the job 
(specific request). The user 
originated the job or is 
for the output. 

johnumber: specifies the number assigned to the job entry by the 
POWER system when the job entry is logged in the input 
queue. The STATUS command may be used to inform the 
operator the correct specification for jobnumber. 
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ALL: 

ALLUSERS: 

Jobnumber may be specified with from one to five 
numeric characters. 

specifies thatRJE is to return to the user all the 
available output destined to the user, identified in 
the current LOGON command. 

specifies that RJE is to return to the user all the 
output available on a read-only basis with destination 
ALLUSERS. 

NOTE 

A user cannot receive job output with 
another userid (except ALLUSERS). A user 
is automatically a valid recipient of 
job output if he submits the job (unless 
the destination field in the POWER JOB 
card was to another userid). Jobs with 
the destination I'IALLUSERS" will not be 
purged when the output function has 
completed. 

11.10.1.6 CONTINUE -- Request Discontinued Job Output 

The user or operator at a terminal specifies the disposition of 
discontinued output with the CONTINUE command. output may be 
discontinued (or interrupted) under one of the following conditions: 

1. Operator intervention at the terminal causes output to be 
discontinued. 

2. Intervention-required conditions arise during an 
operation, which causes an interruption in output. 

output 

3. A forms change is required. The interrupted output is held 
pending the transmission of the appropriate CONTINUE command. 

Interruptions which require the CONTINUE command will cause a 
message to be printed requesting a CONTINUE command. A card 
will be read. If it is not a CONTINUE card, the input stream 
will be flushed in preparation for the transmission of the 
CONTINUE command, and a message will be written to the 
terminal printer stating that the job stream was flushed. If 
the CONTINUE command is not transmitted within 28 seconds, a 
timeout will occur. The system will re-issue the read 
request until the generated RETRY count is exhausted, at 
which time the terminal will be detached from the RJE system. 
If the terminal is detached, the interrupted output is saved, 
and the user may or may not receive the appropriate ending 
message, depending upon the output component involved in the 
interrupted transmission. If the terminal is detached, the 
user must resubmit an RJSTART command and a LOGON cOmMand to 
reinstate his user session. The interrupted output must be 
requested via an OUTPUT command. The output will be 
transmitted from the beginning. 
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The CONTINUE command provides six capabilities: 

:[0 

* .. 

1. The user can request the transmission of 
interrupted output from the beginning. 

the entire 

2. The user can specify that 
resumed with .. the record 
output was discontinued. 

transmission of the output be 
which was being written when the 

3. The user can specify that he does not desi're the output and 
can direct RJE to delete it. 

4. The user can specify that the output is to be held until 
called ·for at some later time. 

S. The user may change the destination of output ,to a local 
output device. 

6. The user may page forward or backward from the interrupted 
page or from the beginning of the job. 

Operation 

CONTINUE 

Operand 

BEGIN 
NO 
HOLD 
LOCAL 
PAGE [,count] 

BEGIN: specifies that the user desires transmission of the 
entire job output from, the beginning. 

NOI 

HOLD: 

no operand: 

LOClU.!. 

indicates that the user desires RJE to delete . the job 
output. 

specifies that the. job output. is to be placed in the 
hold state and will be requested via the OUTPUT command 
at some later time. This option has particular 
significance when a change of forms is required and the 
forms are not available for immediate delivery of the 
output. 

specifies that transmission of the data is to be 
resumed with the output data block that was being 
transmitted when the output was discontinued. 

changes the destination of job output to a local output 
writer. 
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PAGE: allows the user to page forward or backward remotely 
printed jobs up to 999 pages from the interrupted page 
or from the beginning of the job. 

count: is specified as a signed or unsigned value of from 0 to 
999 •. A plus (+) sign indicates page fon-Tard, minus(-) 
sign indicates page backward from the interrupted page. 
No sign indicates a specified page count from the 
beginning. If the operand is omitted, printing will 
resume from the interrupted page. A page count beyond 
the limits of the job being printed, will cause the 
following: 

If the user specifies too great a backward page count, the job 
will print from the beginning. If the user specifies a page 
count greater than the last page, a message will be printed 
informing him the maximum number of pages in the job and will 
request another CONTINUE card. 

NOTE 

When using 2780 terminals, two or more 
records will print with each BTAM write 
operation (up to seven) if MRT is 
specified. If no operand is specified, 
a duplication of one or more records may 
result if the interrupt occurred before 
the write operation. 

11.10.1.7 DELETE -- Remove a Job From the Specified Queue 

With the DELETE command, the user may remove jobs from a specified 
queue. This command does not remove named data files created by the 
job. The DELETE command is not necessary to remove job output which 
already has been returned to the user. All references to the job in 
the RJE systems are normally removed after the output is returned to 
the user. A job entry can be deleted only if it is on the input queue 
or if it is on an output queue. The DELETE cOmI!\and provides· two 
capabilities: 

1. The user can delete a specific job previously submitted by 
him. 

2. The user can delete all jobs previously submitted by him. 

ID Operation 

* DELETE 

Operand 

queue, jobname[,jobnumber] 
ALL 
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queue: specifies the queue to which the DELETE command is 
directed in the xxyyy format, where 

xx = BG 
F2 

yyy = RDR 
PRT 
PUN 

jobnarrte: specifies for the job option, the name by which the job 
entry is known to the POt-lER system. Jobname may be 
from one to eight alphanumeric characters. Each job 
entry name is qualified by a job nUnlber assigned to it 
by the POWER system. Therefore, if the possibility of 
duplicate jobnames exists, the jobnumber should be 
specified also. If a duplicate jobname exists and a 
jobnumber is not specified, the first job entry found 
with the specified jobname is deleted. 

jobnumber: specifies that number assigned to the job entry by the 
POWER system when the job entry is logged in the input 
queue. This number is also used with output queue 
entries for this job. The STATUS command may be used 
to inform the operator the correct specification for 
jobnumber. Jobnumber may be specified with from one to 
five numeric characters. 

ALL: specifies a general request to delete all job entries 
in the specified queue which were submitted by the 
remote user. 

11.10.1.8 STATUS -- Determine the Status of a Job 

The STATUS command allows a user to determine the status of one or 
more remotely submitted jobs in a specified queue. RJE returns the 
status of only those jobs addressed by this command which are 
currently in the system and for which ~~e requester is a valid 
recipient. The STATUS command provides the following capabilities: 

1. The user can request the status of a specific job (a specific 
requel;lt) 

2. The user can request the status of all jobs in the specified 
queue for which he is a valid recipient (a major request). 

The user receives a response for each job that satisfies the command. 
Each response contains the jobname and an indication of its status in 
the following format: 

jobname 

jobnumber 

priority 
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number of logical records for this job entry for the queue 
specified 

disposition of the job entry in the RDR, PRT, and PUN queues as 
specified by the JECL. 

In addition to these responses, one of two responses may be returned: 

JOB NOT FOUND or QUEUE IS EMPTY 

The disposition inforJl'lation is given in the form of a I-letter code. 
The codes and their meanings are: 

D ;::: the job is free for output at the central station 
H = the job is in hold status at the central station 
R = the job is free for output at the terminal 
H= the job is in hold status at the terminal 

'* = the job output is being printed (or punched) 

The STATUS command does not wait in the RJE system: it returns 
immediately the status of only those jobs in the system at the time 
the command is received. It does not automatically return the new 
status of a job when a change of job status occurs. 

ID 

'* 

queue: 

jobname: 

Operation Operand 

STATUS queue, 
jobname[,jobnumberJ 
HOLD 
priority 
ALLUSER~ 

ALL 

specifies the queue to which the display command is 
directed in the xxyyy format, where 

xx = BG 
F2 

Y'JY ;::: RDR 
PRT 
PUN 

specifies, for the job option, the name by which the 
job entry is known to the POWER system. Jobname may be 
from one to eight alphanumeric characters. Each job 
entry naI"le is qualified by a job number assigned to it 
by the POWER system. Therefore, if the possibility of 
duplicate jobnames exists, the jobnumber should be 
specified also. 
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johnwnber: 

HOLD: 

priority: 

ALLUSERS: 

specifies the number assigned to the job entry by the 
POWER system when the job entry is logged in the input 
queue. This number is also used with output queue 
entries for this job. JobiulInber may be specified \vith 
from one to five numeric characters. 

indicates that the request is for all jobs which are in 
the hold state in the queue. 

indicates that the request is for all jobs which have 
the priority number specified by Pn. n is a numeric 
character from 0 to 9. Nine is the highest priority. 

indicates that the request is for all jobs in the queue 
destined on a read ... only basis for all ;remote users. 

ALL: indicates that the request is for all jobs in the queue 
for which the user is a valid recipient. 

11.10.1.9 BRDCSTR -- Request the Broadcast Messages 

The remote user requests a copy of the broadcast messages directed to 
his userid with the BRDCSTR command. RJE responds to this command by 
returning a copy of the system broadcast messages to the terminal. 
These messages contain information of general interest to the entire 
RJE system and information of specific interest to the individual 
user. They may include any information considered desirable by the 
central installation and are retrieved only on request from a 
terminal. The information might include: 

1 .. The next scheduled R.TE closedown at the central system. 

2. The next scheduled RJE startup at the central system. 

3. The installation equipment configuration and its status at 
the central system. 

The broadcast messages are created by the central operator. Messages 
from the specified user are deleted after a copy is printed at the 
remote terminal. 

10 Operation Operand -

'* BRDCSTR (no operand) 
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NOTE 

To receive broadcast messages for the 
termid in the RJSTART command after the 
RJSTART command has been sent, the 
terminal operator may ,log on using the 
termid as the userid in the LOGON 
command and may send the BRDCSTR cmrnand. 

11.].0.1.10 MSQR -- Communicate Within RJE 

Messages may be sent to the central operator and are displayed on 
SYSLOG when they are received. 

Message text is limited to 40 characters. The MSGR command cannot bE 
continued. Any messages requiring more than 40 characters of text 
must be sent by multiple cOnunands. 

10 

* 

M, 'text': 

Operation Operand 

MSGR' M, 'text' 

specifies the message text to '. be sent. The message 
text must be framed by single quotes. The text itself 
may include as many as 40 printable· cl:laracters and 
blanks. Single quotes contained within the message 
text must be paired, and each pair counts. as two text 
characters. Message text may be prepared with lower 
case characters or upper case characters. They will be 
printed on .the central system console in upper case 
characters only. 

Example 1: Initiating Terminal Operation and a User Session 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

RJSTART SEATTLE,BRDCST 
LOGON DIST3 

Jobs from District 3 

STATUS BGROR,ALL 
LOGOFF 
LOGON OIST3A 

Jobs from District 3A 

STMNT 1 
STMNT 2 

STMNT 3 
ST~mT 4 
STMNT 5 

c 

c 
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• • 
• 

LOGON DIST3 
OUTPUT ALL 
LOGOFF. 
RJEND 

STMNT 6 
STMNT 7 
STMNT 8 
STMNT 9 

STMNT 1 logically attaches the terminal to the RJE system and requests 
broadcast messages for Seattle, and STMNT 9 logically detaches the 
terminal. Between STMNT 1 and STMNT 9, three user sessions take 
place. District 3 has two sessions: The first begins with·STMNT 2 
and ends with STl-tNT 4, and the. second begins with STl-1NT 6 and ends 
with STMNT 8. In the first session, District 3 submits jobs for 
processing and requests verification that the jobs were successfully 
entered into the POtiER system. In the second session, District 3 
requests all accumulated output which is to be returned to District 3. 
District 3A has only one session, which begins with STMNT 5 and ends 
with STMNT 6. Note that the LOGON command for District 3 terminates 
District 3A's session. 

Example 2: Using the BRDCSTR, MSGR, STATUS, OUTPUT and DELETE Comma~ds 
,/ 

• RJSTART COURSEI STr.tNT 1 
• LOGON CLASS2 STMNT 2 
lit STATUS BGRDR,ALL STMNT 3 
• STATUS BGPRT,ALL STMNT 4 
• STATUS BGPUN,ALL STMNT 5 
• BRDCSTR STMNT 6. 
• LOGOFF STt-1NT 7 
• LOGON CLASS6 STMNT 8 
..... BRDCSTR· STT'mT 9 

JOBS from Class 6 

..... STATUS BGRDR,ALL STt1NT 10 

..... LOGON CtASS2 STMNT 11 
• DELETE BGRDR,STUDENTI,6 STMNT 12 .. OUTPUT STUDENT9 STMNT 13 
• DELETE BGPUN,SAMPROB STMNT 14 
• STATUS BGRDR,ALL STHNT 15 
• STATUS BGPRT,ALL STHNT 16 
• RJEND STMNT 17 

Example 2 assumes that Class 2 has previously submitted jobs for 
processing. The terminal is logically attached to the RJE system with 
STMNT 1 and logically detached with STMNT 17. Note that ST~lNT 17 also 
defines the end of Class 2's second session; no LOGOFF command is 
required. Class 2 has two user sessions: The first begins with 
STMNT 2 and ends with STMNT 7, and the second begins with ST1mT 11 and 
ends with STMNT 17.< During the first session, three general requests 
are made for status reports of jobs submitted for processing in the 
background partition. STMNT 6 requests any messages for Class 2. When 
these messages are transmitted, they are .deleted from the message 
queue. 

During the second session, selected jobs are deleted and output for 
one job is requested. The STATUS command is used again in STMNT 15 
and STMNT 16 to verify the changes made to the BGRDR and BGPRT queues, 
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Class 6 has a user session beginn~ng at ST~{NT 8 and ending at 
STMNT 11. Note that the user sess~on was terminated with the LOGON 
command for Class 27 the LOGOFF command was not required. During the 
user session, Class 6 requested any broadcast messages for its userid, 
submitted jobs, and verified the results of job submission with the 
STATUS command. 

Example 3: The CONTINUE Command (forms registratioh/intervention, 
required on output).· 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

RJSTART PAYROLL,BRDCST 
LOGON PAYROLL 
OUTPUT PAYCHECK 

STMN'l' 1 
STMNT 2 
STMNT 3 

Transmission is interrupted by the terminal operator 

CONTINUE BEGIN 
RJEND 

STUNT 4 
STMNT 5 

PAYROLL logically attaches the terminal using its own userid as termid 
in STMNT 1 and begins ~ts user session with ST~mT 2. Note that the 
LOGON command is still required with ~he proper userid. The terminal 
operator has check forms on the printer ,,,hen the session begins. 
S'l'MNT 3 requests the output from the job PAYCHECK, which should be 
printed on the blank check forms. The terminal operator determines 
from the first check printed that the check forms are not aligned 
properly with the printed output, and he turns off the printer. The 
RJE task transmitting the output receives the signal that intervention 
is required at the terminal. I The RJE task writes,a message on the 
terminal printer indicating that the CONTINUE command is required to 
resume transmission. The task prepares to read from the te~inal 
reader .If the card read is a CONTINUE c::ommand, the task proces'ses 
it. Otherwise, the RJE task flushes the terminal reader ~n 
preparation for the CONTINUE command, writes a message on the terminal 
printer indicating that the job stream has been flushed and prepares 
to read from the terminal reader. The terminal operator properly 
aligns the blank check forms and requests that the output be restarted , 
(STMNT 4). If the job PAYCHECK had a program failure resulting in a 

dump of main ~torage, the operator might change forms and use STl-iNT 4 
to get the dump, or he might reply with * •. CONTlNUE LOCAL, which 
would make'the output available for printing at a local output writer. 

Example 4: Transmission Failure lihile Submitting Job Entries 

* 
* 

RJSTART DATAPROC 
LOGON PROGRl 

. From Programmer 2 

Job 1 
Job 2 

STMNT 1 
STMNT 2 

. Transmission failure during submission of Job 2 

t'lhen a transmission failure occurs, the terminal operator must 
reestablish the line. This action requires an RJSTART command to 
logically attach the terminal once more, and the interrupted input 
must be resubmitted. One approach follows: 
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.. RJSTART DATAPROC STMNT I .. LOGON PROGF.I STMNT 2 
'" STATUS BGRDR,ALL STMNT 3 

Fron Programmer I 

Job 3 
Job 2 (the job whose-submission was 

interrupted by transmission 
failure) 

". STATUS BGRDR,ALL STUNT 4 
". LOGOFF STMNT 5 
". RJEND ST~mT 6 

As soon as the line has been reestablished, the terminal operator 
verifies that Job 2 did not enter the PONER syst.em. The operator then 
completes job submission by allowing Job 3 to precede Job 2 while he 
checks the status report. The operator again gets a status report 
after Job 2 is transmitted. 

Example 5: Transmission Failure lfuile Receiving Output. 

". 

". 

". 

RJSTART DATAPROC 
LOGON PROGR2 
OUTPUT ALL 

STHNT 1 
STHNT 2 
STMNT 3 

Transmission failure during printing of Job 2 

When a transmission failure occurs, the terminal operator must 
reestablish the line. This action requires an RJSTART cOMmand to 
logically attach the terminal and request the output once more. One 
approach follows: 

'" 
'" 
'" 
'" 

RJSTART DATAPROC 
LOGON PROGR2 
OUTPUT ALL 
:RJEND 

STNNT I 
STHNT 2 
STr1NT 3 
STUNT 4 

Even though the transmission was interrupted during receipt of the 
output from JOB 2, the transmission was occurring in response to the 
general request for output. Repeating this request will cause Job 2 
output to be transmitted from the beginning. Job output is not 
d-eleted fron the output queue until it has all been successfully 
transmitted. Therefore, if the OUTPUT cohunand had specified Job 2 
instead of ALL, the command could be reissued after reestablishing the 
line. 
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~PPENDIX A 

.. 27ao/BISYNC TRANSMISSION F01~TS 

This appen4ix defines the data ... link control 
line discipline)· and. end-to-end control 
format control) used by the 278% .RCS~ 

sequences (i.e., BISYNC 
characters (i.e., printer 

The DECcomm 2780 RCS prefixes all transmitted messages with four SYN 
framing characters. All messages transmitted by the remote terminal 
must be prefixed with at least two SYN characters. 

A.I INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE 

The initialization procedure precedes each message transfer sequence 
and consists of a bid sequence. The 278% RCS performs a master bid 
sequence to initiate a transmission from the card reader or other 
device. The reading and transmitting of data records proceeds when 
the bid sequence is affirmatively acknowledged. 

A.I.I Bid Sequence 

TRANS 

RECE 

E P 
NA 
Q D 

D 
L 0 
E 

N 
A 
K 

'No response 
within a 
second' 

(Bid sequence) 

(ACKO - Affirmative acknowledgement) 

(Negative acknmdedgement: 2780 RCS 
retransmits master bid sequence.) 

(2780 retransmits the master bid 
sequence. ) 

A.2 MESSAGE TRANSFER PROCEDURE 

After completing a successful bid sequence, the DECcomm 278% RCS can 
process data records in any of the following four permissible formats·. 
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S 
(L$adingY characters are ~otshown~) 

N 

~1aste:!:, 
Station TRANS a) 

S I B.P SIB P E 13 P 
T 'Data Record A' T C AT 'Data Record B' T CA ••• T C A 
X Bcti~ BCD BCD 

The 2780 RCS uses the e~tended multiple record feature in 
whj.ch the transmission block. consists of up to seven da~ 
records or a maximum of· 400 chcu:'acters. 

SIB P S E B P 
b) T 'Data Record At T C A T'J;)ata Record 13'· '1' C A 

X BC D X X CD 

S E 13 P 
c) T 'Data. Record A' TCA 

d) 

X 13 C D 

S E.B P 
T 'Data RecordA' T C A 
X XC D 
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Slave Station response 
uPon detection. 

:/ 

E.· E 
of TorT 
"B' X,. 

Master 
Stat'l:onTJtANS .• 

D 
L 1 
E 

(Affirmativla acknowledgement to first 
transmiSSion block and each subsequent 
odd-numbered block) . 

D (Affirmative acknowledgement to second 
L 0 transmission block and each subsequent 
E even-numbered block) 

N 
A 

·.K 

E 
o 
T 

. (Negative acknowledgement; request 
forr~transmission of entire previous 
block) 

(Abort reception due to line printer 
errorrequir1-ng operator intervention) 

NOTE 

In transparent text mode, master station 
transmission formats are identical except the 

S 
T ,. 
X 

D S 
L T , 
E X 

I 
T , 
B 

D 
L 
E 

E P 
OA 
T D 

E 
T 
B 

I 
T 
B 

, 

, 

.and 

D .E 
r.. T, 
E B 

E 
T control codes are replaced by 
X 

D E 
and L T. respeqt:.ively. 

E X 

, , ". 

~, (End .. rif tran~mi·ss.i~nJ. sent after' ETX 
. record to return both stations to 
control mode and enable either. 
station to initiate a new master bid 
sequence.) . 



A.3 END-TO-END CONTROL CHARACTERS 

The DECcomm 2780 RCS supports all four end-to-.end control characters 
defined for stndard 2780 Modell terminals: EM, ESC, HT,and BEL. 
The DOS 2780 RCS supports the punch selection sequence (ESC,4), 
normallv associsted with 2780· Model 2 terminals, in conjunction with 
the selective receive' feature (see' 3.6.1.2 of 2780 RCS Operator's 
Guide). 

EM (End of Media) 

The EM control character can be punched' following the last data column 
in the card to indicate a short, record when transmitting in 
non-transparent mode. (The EM code is ignored, and all 80 columns are 
transmitted in transparent text mode.) 

The 2780 'RCS detects the- EM code andproceses the preceding data as an 
intermediate block record (ITB) or end block record (ETB). The EM code 
is not included in the transmission record. 

EM codes embedded in receive records are ignored • 

. . ,'". 

ESC (Escape) - Printer Vertical Format Control 

The ESC character and the following character are usually the first 
characters in each print record received by the 2780 RCS. The 
2-character combination provides printer vertical format control for 
data printing. A default sing~e space print operation is performed if 
no vertical format escape sequence is detected. ' 

The 2-character ESC sequence provides c~riage skipping information, 
which is performed by programmed instructions after all of the data 
following the ESC sequence is printed. Double space, triple spac,e, ,ai' 
skip operations are effective only for the'record containing the 
associated ESC' sequence. The DECcomm 2780 RCS interprets the 
following EBCDIC ESC codes: 

ESC / (0) (1) Single space 

(l)USASCII code 

( 
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ESC S (R) (1) Double space 

ESC T (S) (1) Triple space 

ESC A Skip to Channel 1 (2) (head of form) 

ESC B Skip to Channel 2 (3) (line 8) 

ESC C Skip to Channel 3 (3) (line 16) 

ESC D Skip to Channel 4(3) (line 24) 

ESC E Skip to Channel 5 (3) . (line 32) 

ESC F Skip to Channel 6 (3) (line 40) 

ESC G Skip to Channel 7 (3) (line 48) 

ESC H Skip to Channel 8 (3) (line 56) 

ESC HT - Printer Horizontal Format Control 

The 2-character sequence ESC HT at the beginning of a record signifies 
that the remainder of the record is a printer horizontal format 
control record. Subsequent HT characters encountered \·.rithin the 
record cause the DECcomm 2780 RCS to preset programmed tab stops to 
control horizontal formatting of subsequent records until a new 
horizontal format control record is detected. 

The DECcomm 2780 RCS utilizes default tab stop settings of a-space 
intervals when operating with a remote CPU that does not use the 
printer horizontal format control record feature. 

(2)Results in form feed (i.e., head of form). 

(3)Results in a modulo 8 vertical spacing. 
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BEL - Terminal-to-Terminal Alarm Code 

A BJ~L alarm code can be s.entto a remote terMinal (not a remote CPU), 
when the 2780 Ref, is in online control mode. 

A BF;L code reee:!.ved whilE:! in online control mode results in an audible 
signal on the console term:f.OC!.l. 

A.4 LINE PRlNT1~R ERROR 

Slave 
Station 

F.lP 
OA 
T.D 

(End of transmission 1 ... while in slave 
mOde, a message transfer signals a 
transmiss,ion abort.) 

A.5 DlSCONNECT MESSAGE 

D E P 
LOA 
::: T D 

(Disconnect; valid only in PDP-ll-to 
PDP .. lI confilJurations; illegal in 
RJE ope;r.ation.) 

A-6 
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201A3, 
Bell System, 3-3 

201B, 
Bell System, 3-3 

2200/20, 
ICC, 3-3 

2701, 
IBM, 2-1 

2701 Cmmd, Status, Sense Information 
(HASP) , 

IBM, 7-6 
2703, 

IBM, 2-1 
2780/BISYNC Transmission Formats, 

A-l 

360, 
IBM, 2-1 

370, 
IBM, 2-1 

4400/40, 
ICC, 3-3 

Activity on HASP System Command, 
Display Current, 7-4 

ALERT Command (OS/RJE), 5-19 
ASP Commands, 9-1 
ASP levels of Authority, 9 .... 1 
ASP system Generation, 8-1 
ASP System Generation, 

Parameters, 8-1 
ASP Terminal Commands, 9-1 
ASP/RJP, 2-1 
Authority, 

ASP Levels of, 9-1 

BEL, A-6 
Bell System 201A3, 3-3 
Bell System 201B, 3-3 
BISYNC Initialization Procedure, A-l 
BISYNC Message Transfer Procedure, 

A-l 
Block Generation (DOS/Power), 

RJE. 10-2 .. 
Block·Name List Generation (DOS/ 

Power), RJE, 10-3 
BRDCSTR Command (DOS/Power), 11;...26 
BRDCSTR Command (OS/RJE), 5-22 
BTMOD Generation, 

(DOS/Power), 10"'1 

C Command (ASP), 9-4 
CALL Command (ASP), 9-4 
CANCEL Command (ASP), 9-4 

CANCEL Command (HASP), 7-5 
Central computer, 

requirements, 2-1 
Central failure. 

DOS/Power, 11-4 
DOS/Power, 11-4 

Characters, 
End-to-end control, A-4 

Checking the communications, 
data-link, 3-3 

Checking the hardware, 
configuration, 3-2 

$CJOBCommand (HASP), 7-5 . 
Command, Status, Senselnformat~on 

(HASP), IBM 2701, 7-6· 
Command, 

Display Current Activity 
on HASP system, 7-4 

Display Status of Jobs on HASP 
Queue, 7-3 

RJELINE Macro, 5-3 
RJETABL Macro, 5-9 
RJETERM Macro, 5-7 
RJEUSER Macro, 5-8 
Command (ASP), 

C, 9-4 
CALL, 9-4 
CANCEL, 9-4 
0, 9-4 
DELAY, 9-4 
DISABLE, 9-4 
E, 9-4 
ENABLE, 9-4 
ERASE, 9-4 
F, 9-7 
H, 9-4 
I, 9-4 
INQUIRY, 9-4 
MESSAGE, 9-6 
MODIFY, 9-7 
N, 9-4 
R, 9-9 
RESTART, 9-9 
RJPLINE, 8-1 
RJPTERM, 8-2 
S, 9-9 
SEND, 9-9 
SIGNOFF, 9-2, 9-3 
SIGNON, 9-2, 9-3 
START, 9-9 
SWITCH, 9-9 
T, 9-9 
V, 9-9 
VARY, 9-9 
X, 9_4 
Z, 9-6 
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Command (DOS/Power), 
BRDCSTR, 11-26 
CONTINUE, 11-21 
DELETE, 11-23 
LOGOFF, 11-19 
LOGON, 11-18 
MSGR, 11-27 
OUTPUT, 11.,.20 
RJEND, 11-18 
RJSTART, 11-17 
STATUS, 11-24 

Command (HASP) I 

CANCEL, 7-5 
$CJOB, 7-5 
$0, 7-3, 7-4 
$DA, 7-4 
Display Job Information, 7-3 
Display Number of Queued Jobs, 7-4 
$DM, 7-5 
$DN, 7-3 
$DQ, 7-4 
$R, 7-5 
Routing the Output, 7-5 
SIGNOFF, 7-1 
SIGNON, 7-1 

Command (OS/RJE), 
ALERT, 5-19 
BRDCSTR, 5-22 
CONTINUE, 5-17 
DELETE, 5-18 
LOGOFF, 5-14 
LOGON, 5-14 
MSGR, 5-23 
OUTPUT, 5-14 
RJEND, 5-14 
RJESTART, 5-13 
STATUS, 5-21 

Commands, 
ASP, 9-1 
ASP Terminal, 9-1 
DOS/Power Terminal, 11-14 
Eunction of DOS/Power Terminal, 

11-15 
Functions of OS/RJE Terminal, 5-11 
HASP, 7-1 
HASP Terminal, 7-2 
OS/RJE, 5-11 

Commands (OS/RJE), 
RJE, 5-13 

Communications data-link, 
Checking the, 3-3 

Components Generations, 
DOS/Power RJE, 10-1 

Computer requirements, 
Central, 2-1 

Configuration, 
Checking the hardware, 3-2 
Core 2780 RCS Hardware, 3-1 
DOS 2780 RCC Hardware, 3-1 

Console Error Messages, 
HASP, 7-6 

CONTINUE Command, 
.(DOS/Power), 11-21 

CONTINUE Command (OS/RJE), 5-17 
Control characters, ' 

End-to-end, A-4 
Core 2780 RCS Hardware 

Configuration, 3-1 
Current Activity on HASP System 

Command display, 7-4 

o Command (ASP), 9-4 
$0 Command (HASP), 7-3, 7~4 
$DA Command (HASP), 7-4 
Data-link, 

Checking the communications, 3-3 
DELAY Command (ASP), 9-4 
DELETE Command (Dos/Power), 11-23 
DELETE Command (OS/RJE), 5-18 
DISABLE Command (ASP), 9-4 
Disconnect message, A-6 
Discontinuing DOS/Power Output, 11-1 
Display Current Activity on HASP 

System Command, 7-4 
Display Job Information Command 

(HASP), 7-3 
Display Number of jobs on HASP Queue 

Command, 7-3 
$DM Command (HASP), 7-5 
$DN Command (HASP), 7 ... 3 
DOS/Power Central Failure, 11-4 . 
DOS 2780 RCS Hardware Configuration, 

3-1 
DOS/Power, 2-1 
DOS/Power centrei.l failure, 11-4 
DOS/Power error revovery, 11-2 
DOS/Power Failure while receiving 

input, 11-4 . 
DOS/Power input, 11-2 
DOS/Power input, 

Transmitting, 11-1 
DOS/Power output, 

Discontinuing, 11-1 
DOS/Power RJE, 11-1 
DOS/Power RJEComponents 'Generation, 

10-1 
DOS/Power TermTnal Commands,1l-14 
DOS/Power Terminal Commands, ' 

Function of , 11-15 . 
DOS/Power Terminal.Operator, 

Messages, 11-:5 
DOS/Power Unit Failurei 11..,.4 
$DQ Command (HASP), i~4 

E Command (ASP), 9-4 
EBCDIC, 11-1 
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EBCDIC Transparency, 4-1, 11;".1 
EM End of Media, . 

EM, A~4 

End-to-end control .characteJ:'lS, A-4 
ERASE Command' (ASP), 9-4 
Error, 

Line Printer, A~6 
Error Messages, 

HASP Console,. 7-.6 
Error Recovery, 

DOS/Power, 11-2 
OS/RJ~, 4-1 

ESC Esc~'pe, A- 4 
ESC.HT, A-5 
Escape, . 

ESC, A-4 

F Command (ASP), 9-7 
Failure, 

DOS/Power Central, 11-4 
DOS/Power CentJ:'a1, 11-4 

'DOS/Power Unit, 11-4 
Failure During Input, 

OS/RJE, 4-1 . -
Failure While Reqeiving Input, 

OOS/Power, 11..:.4 
Failure.Whi1e Receiving Output, 

OS/RJE" 4-2 
Formats, 

2780/BISYNCTransmission, A,.. 1 
Forms'Output (DOS/POW9J:'), . 

Special, 11-2 
Function of DOS/Power Terminal 

Commands, 11-15 

Ge.neration, 
ASP System, 8-1 
DOS/Power RJE Components, 10,..1 
HASP System, 6-1 
OS/RJE, 4-1 
OJ/RJE Macro, 5-1 

Generation (DOS/Power)., 
BTMOD, 10-1 
RJE .B1ock, 10-2 . 
RJE Block Name List-, 10-3 
Userid List, 10-4 

Generation Parameters, 
ASP System, .8-1 

H Command (ASP), 9-4 
Hardware configuration; 

Checking .the,- 3-2 
Core 2780 RCS, 3-1 
DOS 2780 RCS ,3-1' 

Hardware requirements, 
Operating system, 3-1 

HASP Commands, 7-1 
HASP Console Error Messages, 7-6 

HASP Queue Command, 
Display Status of Jobs on, 7-3 

HASP System Command, __ 
Display Current Activity on, 7-3 

HASP System Generation, .6-1 
HASP Terminal Commands, 7-2 
HASP/RJE, 2-1 

I. Command (ASP), 9-4 
IBM 2701, 2-1 
IBM 2701 Command, Status, 

Sense Information (HASP), 7..;.6 
IBM 2703, 2-1 
IBM 360, 2-1 
IBM 370, 2-1 
ICC 2200/20, 3-3 
ICC 4400/40,3,..3 
Information (HASP), 

IBM 2701 Command Statusm Sense, 7-6 
Information Command (HASP), 

Display Job, I";'~' 
Initialization Procedure, 

BISYNC, A-l 
Inp\lt, 

DOS/Power, 11-2 
DOS/Power Failure While Receiving, 

11-4 
OS/RJE Failure During, 4-1 
Transmitting DOS/Power, 11-1 

INQUIRY Command (ASP), 9-4 

Job Information Command (HASP), 
Display, 7-3 

Jobs Command (HASP), 
Display Number of Queued, 7 .... 4 

Jobs .onHASP QUeue Command,. 
Display Status bf, 7-3 

Leve1s·of Authority, 
ASP, 9 .. 1 

Line modem, Private,· 2,..1 
Line printer. error, A-6 
List generation (DOS/Power), 

RJE Block Name, 10-3 
Userid, ' 10.,.4 

LOGOFF Command (DOS/Power), 11-19 
LOGOFF Command (OS/RJE), 5-14 
LOGON Command (DOS/Power), 11-18 
LOGON Command (OS/RJE), 5-14 

Macro Command, 
RJELINE, 5-3 
RJETABL, 5-9 
RJETERM, 5-7 
RJEUSER, 5-8 

Macro Generation, 
OS/RJE, 5-1 
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Media, 
EM End of,A-4 

Message, 
Disconnect, A-6 

MESSAGE 'Command (ASP) , 9-6 
Message Transfer'ProceCiure, 

BISYNC, A;"l , .. ' 
Messages, 

DOS/Power TerminaL' Operator ,11,-5 
HASP Console Error, 7-6 

, Modem, . f 
Private Line,.2-1 

Modem testing, 3-3 , 
Modem transmission testing ,,3-4 
MODIFY' Command (ASP), 9·-7. 
MSGR Command (DOS/Power), 11-27 
MSGR Command (OS/RJE), '-5-23 

,."/. 

N Command (ASP), 9-4 
Name List Generation (DOS!Power) , 

RJE Block, 10-3 
NuII\ber of Queued Jobs Command" 

(HASP) , 
Display, 7-4 

Operating Suggestiona, 
OS/RJE, 4,.,3 

Operating system hardware require
ments, 3-1 . 

Operator messages, 
DOS/Power Terminal, 11-5 

OS/RJE, 2-1 
OS/RJE Commands, ,5-11 
OS/RJE Error Recovery(, 4-1 
OS/RJE Failure During Input, 4~1 
OS/RJE Failure Whj.1eReceiving 

Output, 4-2 
OS/RJE Generation, 4-1 
OS/RJE Macro Generation, 5-1 
OS/RJE Operating Suggestions, 4-3 
OS/RJE Terminal Commands, 5-11 
OS/RJE Time-Outs, 4-2 
Output, . 

Discontinuing DOS/Power, 11-1 
OS/RJE Failure While Receiving, 4-2 

Output (DOS/Power), 
Special Forms, 11-2 

OO,'!"PUT Command (DOS/Power), 11-20 
Output Command (HASP)., 

Routing the, 7-5 
OUTPUT Command (OS/RJE), 5-14 

Parameters, 
ASP System Generation, 8-1 

Printer error, 
Line, A-6 

Private line modem, 2-1 

Queue Command, 
Display Status of Jobs on HASP, 7-3 

Queued Jobs Command (HASP), 
Display Number of, 7-4 

R Command (ASP), 9-9 
$R Command (HASP), 7-5 
RCS Hardware" Configuration, 

Core 2780, 3-.1 
DOS 2780, 3-1 

Recovery, , 
DOS/Power Error,11-2 

Requirements, 
Central computer, 2-1 

RESTART Command (ASP), g-9 

RJE, 
DOS/Power, 11-1 

RJEB1ockGeneration 
DOS/Power I .' 10-2 

RJE Block Name List Generation 
(DOS/Power), 11...;1.8 
RJENIi> Command (OS/ruE),' 5-14 

RJESTARTCommand (OS/RJE), 5-13 
RJETABL Macro Command, 5-9 
RJETERM Macro Command, 5-7 
RJEUSER Macro Command, 5-8 
RJPLINE Commhnd (ASP), 8-1 
RJPTERMCommand, (ASP), 8-2 
RJSTART Command (DOS/Power), 11-i7 
Routing the Output Command, 

. . (HASP). 7-5 

S Command (ASP'), 9-9 
SENDC6mmand (ASP), 9-9 
Sense Information (HASP), 

IBM 2701 Command, Status, 7-6 
SIGNOFF Command (ASP), 9-2, 9-3 
SIGNOFF Command '(HASP) ,7-1 
SIGNON Command (ASP), 9-2, 9-3 
SIGNON Command (HASP) , 7-1 
Special Forms Output (DOS/Power), 

11-24 
START Command (ASP), 9-9 

"\ STATUS Command' (DOS/Power), 11-24 
STATUS Command (OS/RJE), 5-21 
Status of Jobs on HASP Queue 

Command, 
Display I 7~3 

Status, Sense Information (HASP), 
IBM 2701 Command, 7-6 

SWITCH Command (ASP), 9-9 
System Command, 

Display Current Activity on 
HASP, 7-4 
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System Generation, 
ASP, 8",:,J. 
HASP, 6 .. 1 

System Generation, Parameters, 
ASP, 8-1 

T Command (ASP), 9-9 
Terminal Commands, 

ASP, 9-1 
DOS/power, 11-14 
Function of DOS/Power, 11-15 
Functions of OS/RJE, 5-11 
HASP, 7-2 

Terminal Operator Messages, 
DOS/Power, 11-5 

Testing, 
Modem, 3-3 
Modem transmission, 3-4 

Time-outputs, 
OS/RJE, 4-2 

Transfer Procedure, 
BISYNC Message, A-1 

Transmission Formats, 
2760/BISYNC,A-1 

Transmission testing, 
Modem, 3-4 

Transmitting DOS/Power 
Inp~t, 11-1 

Transparency, 
EBCDIC, 4-1, 11 ... 1 

"TranSparency feature,2-1 

v Command (ASP), 9-9 
VARY Command (ASP), 9-9 

X Command (ASP), 9-4 

Z Command (ASP), 9~6 
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HOW TO OBTAIN SOFTWARE INFORMATION 

SOFTWARE NEWSLETTERS, MAILING LIST 

The Software· Communications Group, located at corporate headquarters ,in 
Maynarq, publishe!3 software newsletters for the various DIGITA~ products, 
Newsletters are published monthly, ahd keep the user informed about cU:s~ 
tamer software problems and solutions, new software products, qocumenta
tion corrections, as well as programming notes and techniques. 

There are two similar levels·of service: 

,';rheSoftware Dispatch 
The'Digital Software News 

The Software Dispatch-is part of the Software Maintenance Service. This 
service applies to the following software products: 

PDP-9/15. 
RSX-llD 
DOS/BATCH 
RSTS-E 
DECsystem-lO 

A Digital Software News for the PDP-II and a Digital Software News for 
the PDP-8/12 are available to any customer who has purchased PDP-lIar 
PDP-8/i2 sbftware. 

- -
A collection of existing problems and' solutions for a given software" 
system is published periodically. A customer receives this publication 
with his initialsoftwareki t with the delivery of his system. This .... 
collection would be either .a' Software Dispatch Review or Software Per
formance Summary depending on :the system ordered. 

A mailing list of' users who 'receive software -newsletters is also main
tained by Software Commun'ications ~ Users must sign-up for the news
letter they desire. This can be done by either completing the f0rmsup
plied with the Review .or Summary or by writing to: 

SOFTWARE PROBLEMS 

Software communications 
P.O. Box F 

. ~aynard, Massac.husetts 01754 

Questions or probleIl).s relating to DIGITAL's software should be reported 
as follows :" . '. 

NortliandSouthAmerican'Submitters: 

Upon completion of Software Performance Report (SPR)' form remove last 
copy and send remainder to: 

Software. communications 
. P.O. Box F . . 
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754 

The acknowledgement. copy will be returned along with a blank SPR form 
upon receipt ~ ... The 'acknowledgement 'will contain a DIGITAL assigned SPR
number. The SPR number or the preprinted number ,should be :referenced in 
any future correspondence. Additional SPR forms maybe'bb1;:ained from 
the above address. 

All International Submitters: 

Upon completion of the SPR form, reserve the last copy and send the re
mainder to the SPR Center in the nearest DIGITAL office. SPR forms are 
also available from our SPR Centers. 

PROGRAMS AND MANUALS 

Software and manuals should be ordered by title and order number. In the 
united States, send orders to the nearest distribution center. 



Digital Equipment Corporation Digital Equipment Corporation 
Software Distribution Center 
1400 Terra Bella 

. Software Distribution Center 
146 Main Street 
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754 Mountain View, California 94043 
Outside of the United States, 
Digital Field Sales Office or 

orders should be directed to the nearest 
represen t,a ti ve. . . 

USERS SOCIETY 

DECUS, Digital Equipment Computers Users Society, maintains a user ex
change center for user-written programs and technical application infor
mation. The Library contains approximately 1,900 programs for all 
DIGITAL computer lines. Executive routines, editors, debuggers, special 
functions, games, maintenance and various other classes of programs are 
available. 

DECUS Program Library Catalogs are routinely updated and contain lists 
and abstracts of all programs according to computer line: 

PDP-8, FOCAL-8, BASIC-8, PDP-12 
PDP-7/9, 9, 15 
PDP-H, RSTS-ll 
PDP-6/l0, 10 

Forms and information on acquiring and submitting programs to the DECUS 
Library may be obtained from the DECUS office. 

In addition to the catalogs, DECUS also. publishes the following: 

DECUSCOPE 

PROCEEDINGS OF 
THE DIGITAL 
EQUIPMENT USERS 
SOCIETY 

MINUTES OF THE 
DECsystem-lO 
SESSIONS 

COPY-N-Mail 

LUG/SIG 

-The Society's technical newsletter, published bi-monthly,· 
aimed at facilitating the interchange of technical in
formation among users of DIGITAL computers and at dis
seminating news items concerning the Society. Circula-
,tion reached 19,000 in May, 1974. .. 

-Contains technical papers presented at DECUS Symposia 
held twice a year in the United States, once a year 
in Europe, Australia, and Canada. 

-A report of the DECsystem-lO sessions held at the two 
United States DECUS Symposia. 

-A monthly mailed communique among DECsystem-lO users. 

-Mailing of Local User Group (LUG) and Special Interest 
Group (SIG) communique, aimed at providing closer 
communication among users of a specific prbduct or 
application. 

Further information on the DECUS Library, publications, and other DECUS 
activities is available from the DECUS offices listed below: 

DECUS 
Digital Eq~ipment Corporation 
146 Main Street 
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754 

DECUS EUROPE 
Digital Equipment Corp. International· 
(Europe) 
P.O. Box 340 
1211 Geneva 26 
Switzerland 
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READER'S COMMENTS 

2780 RCS 
INSTALLATION NOTES 
DEC-ll-CCDNA-A~D 

NOTE: This form is for document comments only. Problems 
with software should be reported on a Software 
Problem Report (SPR) form (see the HOW TO OBTAIN 
SOFTWARE INFORMATION page) . 

Did you find errors in this manual? If so, specify by page. 

Did you find this manual understandable, usable, and well-organized? 
Please make suggestions for improvement • 

Is there sufficient documentation on associated system programs 
required for use of the software described in this manual? If not, 
what material is missing and where should it be placed? 

Please indicate the type of user/readei that you most nearly represent. 

o Assembly language programmer 

o Higher-level language programmer 

o Occasional programmer (experienced) 

o User with little programming experience 

o Student programmer 

o Non-programmer interested in computer concepts and capabilities 

Narne_.,--__________________ ~ Date ____________ _ 

Orga,nhation ___ -,-___________________________ _ 

.,StJ;:eet.~'""---------------------------------

...,.,.. __ -----------State ____ ---Zip Code _______ _ 
or 

Country 

If you do not require a written reply, please check here. 0 
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